UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

v.

Mag. No. 19-1565 (DEA)

HERBERT MAYS,
a/k/a "Unc,"
a/k/a "Uncle,"
a/k/a "Old Head,"
a/lda "Gene;"
ANDRE MORTON,
a/k/a "Fat Dre,"
a/lda "Fat Boy;"
RONNIE DAWSON,
a/k/a "Boo;"
TERON HUGGINS,
a/k/a/ "Goog;"
RUFUS WILLIAMS,
a/k/a "Truck,"
a/k/a "Nappy Head;"
GURNSEY FLAGG,
a/k/a "Smitty;"
RONIFFE GAINES,
a/k/a "Neif;"
JOHN PETROVICH,
a/k/a "White John,"
a/lda "Johnny;"
LINFORD JOHNSON,
a/k/a "Juice;"
NATHANIEL MCCOY
ANTHONY PRUITT,
a/k/a "Tone;"
SHAMEKE FOWLER,
a/k/a "Murder;"
JULIUS THIGPEN III,
a/k/a "June;"
ANDRE PERKINS, a/k/a
"Onnie;"
BRANDON WATTS,
CRAIG MOORE,
a/k/a "Forty;"
TRACY WILLIAMS;
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SAMANTHA BOHLERT,

a/k/a "Sam;"
MECCA GRANT,

a/k/a "Mecca;" and
APRJL BRANSON

I, Anthony Dipietro, being duly sworn, state that the following is true and correct to the
best of my knowledge and belief. On or about the dates set forth in Attachment A to this
complaint, in the District of New Jersey and elsewhere:
SEE ATTACHMENT A

I further state that I am a Special Agent with the Federal Bureau ofln.vestigation, and that
this complaint is based on the following facts:
'
SEE ATTACHMENT B

continued on the attached pages and made a part hereof.

ANTHONY DIPIETRO
SPECIAL AGENT
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

SWORN TO BEFORE ME AND SUBSCRIBED IN MY PRESENCE
SEPTEMBER 25, 2019
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY

~?tz~~

UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE
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Attachment A
Countl
(Conspiracy- Cocaine)
From in or about July 2019 and continuing through in or about September 2019, in
Burlington County, in the District of New Jersey and elsewhere, defendants
HERBERT MAYS, a/k/a "Unc," a/k/a "Uncle", a/k/a "Old Head," a/k/a "Gene;"
ANDRE MORTON, a/k/a "Fat Dre," a/k/a "Fat Boy;"
RONNIE DAWSON, a/k/a "Boo;"
TERON HUGGINS, a/k/a/ "Goog;"
RUFUS WILLIAMS, a/k/a "Truck," a/k/a "Nappy Head;"
GURNSEY FLAGG, a/k/a "Smitty;"
RONIFFE GAINES, a/k/a "Neif;"
JOHN PETROVICH, a/k/a "White John," a/k/a "Johnny;"
.. LINFORD JOHNSON, a/k/a "Juice;"
NATHANIEL MCCOY;
ANTHONY PRUITT, a/k/a "Tone;"
SHAMEKE FOWLER, a/k/a "Murder;"
JULIUS THIGPEN III, a/k/a "June;"
ANDRE PERKINS, a/k/a "Onnie;" and
BRANDON WATTS,
did knowingly and intentionally conspire and agree with others, known and unknown, to
distribute and to possess with intent to distribute five kilograms or more of a mixture or
substance containing a detectable amount of cocaine, a Schedule II controlled substance,
contrary to Title 21, United States Code, Sections 84l(a)(l) and 841(b)(l)(A), in violation of
Title 21, United States Code, Section 846.
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Count2
(Conspiracy - Crack Cocaine)
From in or about July 2019 and continuing through in or about September 2019, in
Burlington County, in the District ofNew Jersey and elsewhere, defendants
HERBERT MAYS, a/k/a "Unc," a/k/a "Uncle", a/k/a "Old Head," a/k/a "Gene;"
ANDRE MORTON, a/k/a "Fat Dre," a/k/a "Fat Boy;"
RONNIE DAWSON, a/k/a "Boo;"
CRAIG MOORE, a/k/a "Forty;"
GURNSEY FLAGG, a/k/a "Smitty;"
RONIFFE GAINES, a/k/a "Neif;"
JOHN PETROVICH, a/k/a "White John," a/k/a "Johnny;"
TRACY WILLIAMS;
SAMANTHA BOHLERT, a/k/a "Sam;"
LINFORD JOHNSON, a/k/a "Juice;"
SHAMEKE FOWLER, a/k/a "Murder;"
MECCA GRANT, a/k/a "Mecca;"
APRIL BRANSON; and
ANDRE PERKINS, a/k/a "Onnie,"
did knowingly and intentionally conspire and agree with others, known and unknown, to
distribute and to possess with intent to distribute 280 grams or more of a mixture or substance
containing a detectable amount of cocaine base, a Schedule II controlled substance, contrary to
Title 21, United States Code, Sections 84l(a)(l) and 84l(b)(l)(A), in violation of Title 21,
United States Code, Section 846.
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ATTACHMENT B
AFFIDAVIT
1.
I, Anthony Dipietro, am a Special Agent with the Federal Bureau of Investigation
("FBI") and have been so employed since 2010. I have been involved personally in the.·
investigation of this matter. The information contained in this complaint is based on my personal
knowledge and on information obtained from other sources, including: (i) statements made or
reported by various witnesses with knowledge of relevant facts; (ii) my review of documents and
evidence obtained through court orders, subpoenas, and other sources; (iii) assistance provided to
law enforcement by multiple confidential sources of information deemed credible and reliable;
and (iv) my review of wire and electronic communications intercepted pursuant to courtauthorized wiretaps. Because this complaint is submitted for the limited purpose of establishing
probable cause, it does not include every fact that I have learned during the course of the
investigation. Where the contents of documents and the actions, statements, and conversations
of individuals are recounted herein, they are recounted in sum and substance and in part, and the
statements set forth herein are based on preliminary summaries and quotations of those
communications.
2.
This Affidavit is submitted in connection with an application for arrests warrants
for HERBERT MAYS, ANDRE MORTON, CRAIG MOORE, RUFUS WILLIAMS,
NATHANIEL MCCOY, JOHN PETROVICH, GURNSEY FLAGG, RONALD DAWSON,
ANTHONY PRUITT, RONIFFE GAINES, APRIL BRANSON, TRACY WILLIAMS,
ANDRE PERKINS, LINFORD JOHNSON, MECCA GRANT, SHAMEKE FOWLER,
JULIUS THIGPEN, BRANDON WATTS, SAMANTHA BOHLERT and TERON
HUGGINS and criminal complaints charging such individuals with conspiracy to distribute
cocaine and crack cocaine contrary to Title 21, United States Code, Sections 841(a)(l) and
84l(b)(l)(A), in violation of Title 21, United States Code, Section 846.

I.

SUMMARY

3.
Beginning in or around November 2018, FBI Newark, Trenton Resident Agency
Safe Streets Task Force, along with the Willingboro Township Police Department and other state
and local law enforcement agencies, received information from numerous, independent
confidential human sources ("CHSs") that HERBERT MAYS was operating a criminal
ente1;prise engaged in the distribution of crack cocaine in and around the Burlington County,
New Jersey area. The subsequent investigation, including reviews of local police reports,
interviews of witnesses and CHSs, extensive analysis of historical telephone call detail records,
analysis of data received from pen register and trap and trace devices, physical surveillance,
consensually recorded meetings and telephone calls, controlled drug buys, and the execution of
search warrants on residences, vehicles, and cellular telephones, has confirmed that MAYS
directs and coordinates members and associates of his criminal enterprises in the distribution of
crack cocaine, as well as in the collection of proceeds from the sale of crack cocaine, through
communications over cellular telephones.
4.
Beginning on July 2, 2019, court authorized interception of communications was
initiated over two cellular telephone numbers: 609-889-4748, used by MAYS ("Mays Phone 1")
and 609-592-3804, used by Talib CONWAY, ("Conway Phone 1"). Beginning on August 29,
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2019, court authorized interception of communications was initiated over three additional
cellular telephone numbers: 609-817-5134, used by Andre MORTON ("Morton Phone 2"), 216513-8149, used by Andre MORTON ("Morton Phone 3"), and 609-346-7542, used by Jerrod
EPPS ("Epps Phone 1"). These interceptions remain ongoing, and are set to expire on
September 28, 2019. Interception of both wire and electronic communication over those cellular
telephones revealed communications with, among others, the co-conspirators and others
mentioned below.

II.

MEMBERS OF THE CONSPIRACY

5.
HERBERT MAYS, a/k/a "Unc," a/k/a "Uncle", a/k/a "Old Head," a/k/a "Gene,"
operated a high volume drug trafficking organization in the Burlington County, New Jersey area,
specializing in the sale of crack cocaine. As a part of his organization, MAYS obtained powder
cocaine from various sources including, but not limited to, Linford JOHNSON, Andre
MORTON, Rufus WILLIAMS, Julius THIGPEN, Teron HUGGINS and Nathaniel MCCOY.
MAYS distributed large amounts of both powder and crack cocaine. MAYS also used multiple
couriers and distributors to transport and sell crack cocaine. MAYS personally cooked powder
cocaine into crack coc-aine for resale. MAYS regularly stored both powder and crack cocaine, as
well as drug proceeds, at his residence in Willingboro, New Jersey ("the Mays Residence").
6.
ANDRE MORTON, a/k/a "Fat Dre," a/k/a "Fat Boy," is a supplier of both
powder and crack cocaine in the Burlington County, New Jersey area. MORTON supplies
cocaine and/or crack cocaine to MAYS, as well as other individuals. MORTON coordinates the
activities of multiple associates and couriers, including directing the distribution of crack cocaine
and the collection of the proceeds of the narcotics sales. MORTON is known to utilize stash
houses in Burlington, New Jersey ("the Burlington stash house") and Edgewater Park, New
Jersey ("the Edgewater Park stash house"), and stores a portion of his supply at the Mays
Residence. A sample ofMORTON's criminal activity can be found in paragraphs 30, 38, 44, 47,
58,60,64,67,68,69,83,88,93,99, 105,109,110,111,116,119,120,121,122, 125,andl46.
7.
NATHANIEL MCCOY is a supplier of cocaine in the Burlington County, New
Jersey area, specifically supplying cocaine to MAYS. A sample of MCCOY's criminal activity
can be found in paragraphs 37, 43, 57, 71, 72, 74, 78, 90, 91, 94, 100, 101, 107, 108, and 114.
8.
LINFORD JOHNSON, a/k/a "Juice," is a supplier and distributor of cocaine in
the Burlington County, New Jersey area, specifically supplying cocaine to MAYS. A sample of
JOHNSON's criminal activity can be found in paragraphs 32, 36, 37, 49, 99, 140, and 141.
9.
JULIUS THIGPEN, III, a/k/a "June", is a supplier of cocaine to the Burlington
County, New Jersey area, specifically supplying cocaine to MAYS. A sample of THIGPEN's
criminal activity can be found in paragraphs 101, 129, 133, 135, 136, 142, 143, 144, and 145.
10.
Teron HUGGINS, a/k/a/ "Goog," is a supplier of cocaine in the Burlington
County, New Jersey area, specifically supplying cocaine to MORTON. A sample of
HUGGINS's criminal activity can be found in paragraphs 109, 110, and 111.
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11.
RUFUS WILLIAMS, a/k/a "Truck," a/k/a "Nappy Head," is a distributor of
cocaine and/or crack cocaine in the Burlington County, New Jersey area, and is supplied by
MAYS. Rufus WILLIAMS also coordinates the activities of multiple narcotics associates,
including directing the distribution of crack cocaine and the collection of the proceeds of the
narcotics sales. Morton is known to store cocaine and/or crack cocaine at his residence in
Easthampton, New Jersey ("the Williams residence"). A sample of WILLIAMS's criminal
activity can be found in paragraphs 46, 72, 75, 78, 83, 100, 106, and 137.
12.
CRAIG MOORE, a/k/a "Forty," is a distributor of crack cocaine, obtaining large
quantities of crack cocaine from MAYS. MOORE, a commercial truck driver, arranges orders
for crack cocaine from MAYS to pick up while he is in the area, coordinating around his truck
driving routes. MOORE is believed to then distribute crack cocaine elsewhere. A sample of
MOORE's criminal activity can be found in paragraphs 39, 45, 51, 52, 70, 73, 77, 78, 81, 84,
86, 118, 120, 126, and 139.
13.
ANTHONY PRUITT, a/k/a "Tone," is a distributor of crack cocaine in the
Burlington County, New Jersey area, whom MAYS supplies with powder cocaine. A sample of
PRUITT's criminal activity can be found in paragraphs 92, 94, 95, 96, 99, 104, 132, 133, 134,
142, 143, and 145.
14.
RONIFFE GAINES, a/k/a "Neif," is a distributor of crack cocaine in the
Burlington County, New Jersey area, whom MAYS supplies. On occasion, MAYS obtains
cocaine from GAINES. A sample of GAINES's criminal activity can be found in paragraphs 33,
35, 56, 59, 62, and 128.
15.
JOHN PETROVICH, a/k/a "White John," a/k/a "Johnny," is a close associate
and courier for MAYS, and a distributor of crack cocaine in the Burlington County, New Jersey
area, whom MAYS supplies. PETROVICH, along with Gurnsey FLAGG, oversees the
Burlington stash house. A sample of PETROVICH's criminal activity can be found in
paragraphs 41, 44, 60, 63, 83, 95, 97, 102, 122, 131, and 138.
16.
GURNSEY FLAGG, a/k/a "Smitty," is a distributor of crack cocaine in the
Burlington County, New Jersey area whom MAYS, DAWSON, and MORTON supply.
FLAGG worked as a drug courier for MAYS, DAWSON and MORTON. FLAGG also
oversees the Burlington stash location. A sample of FLAGG's criminal activity can be found in
paragraphs 55, 64, 76, 102, 113, and 141.
17.
RONNIE DAWSON, a/k/a "Boo," is a distributor of crack cocaine in the
Burlington County, New Jersey area whom MAYS and MORTON supply. At times, DAWSON
has supplied MAYS with crack cocaine. DAWSON frequently worked as a narcotics courier for
MORTON. A sample of DAWSON's criminal activity can be found in paragraphs 44, 65, 66,
67, 69, 87, 88, 102, 113, 115, 117, 119, and 141.
18.
ANDRE PERKINS a/k/a "Onnie," is a distributor and courier of crack cocaine
the Burlington County, New Jersey area whom MORTON supplies. A sample of PERKINS's
criminal activity can be found in paragraphs 50, 82, 111, and 116.
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19.
APRIL BRANSON is a distributor of crack cocaine in the Burlington County,
New Jersey area whom MAYS supplies. A sample of BRANSON's criminal activity can be
found in paragraphs .31, 48, 60, 61, 85, 89, and 124.
20.
TRACY WILLIAMS, is a distributor and courier of crack cocaine in the
Burlington County, New Jersey area whom MAYS and RUFUS WILLIAMS supplies. Tracy
WILLIAMS also works as a courier for MAYS and RUFUS WILLIAMS. A sample of
WILLIAMS's criminal activity can be found in paragraphs 34, 53, 112, and 131.
21.
MECCA GRANT, a/k/a "Mecca," is a distributor and user of crack qocaine in the
Burlington County, New Jersey area whom MAYS supplies. GRANT often pools her money
with other crack cocaine users to obtain larger amounts of crack cocaine in a single narcotics
transaction. A sample of GRANT's criminal activity can be found in paragraphs 40, 130, and
138.
22.
SHAMEKE FOWLER, a/k/a "Murder," is a distributor of crack cocaine in the
Burlington County, New Jersey area that MAYS supplies. A sample of FOWLER's criminal
activity can be found in paragraphs 54, 63, 79, 80, and 141.
23.
BRANDON WATTS is an associate and drug courier for Andre MORTON. A
sample ofWATTS's criminal activity can be found in paragraphs 121, 122, 123, and 125.
24.
SAMANTHA BOHLERT, a/k/a "Sam," is a crack cocaine distributor. Further,
BOHLERT and Tracy WILLIAMS reside together, and often share their supply of crack
cocaine. MAYS also provides crack cocaine to BOHLERT on consignment, arranging to
receive payment at a later date. A sample of BOHLERT's criminal activity can be found in
paragraphs 42, 62, 98, and 127.

Ill.

PROBABLE CAUSE

25.
Since in or around 2014, various law enforcement groups in the Burlington
County area, including the FBI, have received information regarding MAYS and other members
of the conspiracy running drug trafficking operations in Burlington County.
26.
Law enforcement's investigation of the defendants included reviews of local
police reports, interviews of witnesses and confidential sources, extensive analysis of historical
telephone call detail records, analysis of data received from pen register and trap and trace
devices, physical surveillance, consensually recorded meetings and telephone calls, controlled
drug buys, and the execution of search warrants on residences, vehicles, and cellular telephones.
That evidence has confirmed that defendants MAYS and MORTON managed the large-scale
distribution cocaine and/or crack cocaine, as well as the collection of proceeds from the sale of
these narcotics. In carrying out these unlawful activities, MAYS and MORTON used traditional
calls and text messaging, as well as social media platforms and applications, in an effort to
thwart electronic surveillance by law enforcement. MAYS and MORTON used multiple, often
changing, coconspirators as associates and couriers who delivered drugs packaged for resale to
distributors and dealers and who further participated in the distribution of cocaine and crack
cocame.
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27.
Multiple confidential sources assisted law enforcement during this investigation,
including by conducting controlled purchases of cocaine and crack-cocaine from MAYS and
others acting on his behalf. The information and assistance provided during the investigation by
the confidential sources has been corroborated through other evidence law enforcement has
obtained, including court-authorized wiretaps, physical surveillance, and consensually recorded
calls and meetings.
28.
In furtherance of the drug-trafficking activities, the co-conspirators agreed to
obtain - and did obtain - significant quantities of cocaine and/or crack cocaine, and other
controlled substances. Also in furtherance of the drug-trafficking activities, the co-conspirators
agreed to distribute - and did distribute - those narcotics, for profit, to other co-conspirators,
various dealers, sub-dealers and end users in or around Burlington County and elsewhere.
29.
On or about July 2, 2019, law enforcement began the court authorized
interception of wire and electronic communications occurring over Mays Phone 1.
30.
On July 3, 2019, at approximately 1:05 p.:r:n., an incoming call was received over
Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 9312, wherein MAYS and Andre MORTON
had a conversation. In this conversation, MORTON said, "You know what that was over there?"
and MAYS responded, " .. .I'd say about 160 or something." MORTON said, "That's it?" and
MAYS responded, "Yeah. That's it. You took fuckin um, one, two, three, four, five, six, shit.
Did you do six?" MORTON responded, "Yeah." MAYS then said, "Yeah, listen. You took one,
and then, I gave, um, we about to do two up for you. That's three. And then you came back and
got three more." MORTON said, "Alright, alright. I'll be over. Get about sixty." Based upon the
entirety of this investigation, I believe that MORTON stores his supply of both cocaine and
crack cocaine at the Mays Residence. In multiple intercepted communications, including the one
described in the within paragraph, MORTON and MAYS conversed about the amount of
MORTON's supply remaining. Here, MAYS confirmed to MORTON that he only had about
160 grams of crack cocaine remaining ("I'd say about 160 or something."). MORXON then
asked MAYS to prepare about 60 grams for him to later pick up. ("I'll be over. Get about
sixty.").
31.
On July 3, 2019, at approximately 2:32 p.m., several incoming text messages
were received over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 7224, a number lmown to be
used by APRIL BRANSON. In three separate text messages BRANSON said, "Do you know
how much longer," "Only cux I have a few people waiting," and "I don't want to miss them like
last time." Based upon numerous intercepted calls, I believe that BRANSON is a cocaine
distributor who obtains her supply of cocaine from MAYS. In these intercepted text messages,
BRANSON explained that she had customers waiting and she did not want to miss out on selling
to them. ("I have a few people waiting," "I don't want to miss them like last time.").

32.
On July 4, 2019, at approximately 2:29 p.m., an incoming call was received over
Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 0339, wherein MAYS had a conversation with
Linford JOHNSON. On this call, JOHNSON said, "Yo. What's up, Unc?" MAYS responded,
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"I need 30 man." JOHNSON said, "Aight, I got to go somewhere. Can you hurry up right now?"
MAYS responded, "I'm coming right now." At approximately 2:43 p.m., MAYS called
JOHNSON and said, "Outside." JOHNSON responded, "Here I come." Based upon this
investigation, I believe that MAYS ordered 30 grams of cocaine from JOHNSON ("I need 30
man) and then immediately drove to JOHNSON's residence to obtain it ("Outside").
33.
On July 5, 2019, at approximately 12:19 a.m., an incoming call was received over
Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 0948, a number known to be used by RONIFFE
GAINES. On the call GAINES said, "Yo did you ever get that other shit?" MAYS responded,
"Come on man." GAINES then said, "Another seven bitch. Seven and then my little nigga just
called he need five." Based upon intercepted communications, I believe that GAINES ordered a
quantity of cocaine from MAYS. ("Seven" and "Five"). At approximately 6:52 p.m., GAINES
called MAYS and said "You got it?" MAYS said, "I got it." GAINES then told MAYS he would
be there. On that date, around 9:52 p.m., law enforcement observed MAYS meeting with
GAINES outside of the Mays Residence, via video surveillance, to conduct the narcotics
transaction.
On July 6, 2019, at approximately 2:17 a.m., an incoming call was received over
Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 8629, a number known to be associated with
TRACY WILLIAMS. On the call, WILLIAMS said, "Ifl can get five of them for 50 dollars a
piece." MAYS responded, "I'm not go below 70 dollars. I been getting 100 dollars all night,
that's why I cut you a little slack." WILLIAMS said, "So you can't cut me a little more slack?"
and MAYS responded, "Tracy, I done took 30 off each one of them. I'm tell you right now the
best I can do for you I'll take off 5 dollars. It will be 65 dollars." The two later agree to a price of
$325 for five grams. Based upon the investigation, it is believed that MAYS and WILLIAMS
haggled over the price of one gram of cocaine, where WILLIAMS wanted to buy five grams of
cocaine total. This is confirmed by the later discussion of five grams for $325. Video
surveillance captured WILLIAMS driving on the adjacent street the Mays Residence, and at
approximately 3:01 a.m., WILLIAMS is observed walking up to the back of the Mays
Residence.
34.

35.
On July 6, 2019, at approximately 1:35 p.m., an outgoing call was placed from
Mays Phone 1 to telephone number ending in 0948, wherein MAYS had a conversation with
RONIFFE GAINES. On the call, GAINES said, "I know when I move, I move like 1400 a day."
MAYS said, "What up, so you want seven?" GAINES responded, "Yeah, seven." Based upon
the investigation, it is believed that GAINES informed MAYS that he sells $1400 worth of
cocaine in a day ("I move like 1400 a day") and GAINES ordered seven grams of cocaine. ("So
you want seven?" "Yeah, seven.")
36.
On July 6, 2019, at approximately 4:06 p.m., an outgoing call was placed over
Mays Phone 1 to telephone number ending in 0339, wherein MAYS had a conversation with
Linford JOHNSON. On this call, MAYS said, "Are you ready for this?" JOHNSON said, "No,
go ahead." MAYS said, "I need 5." JOHNSON said, "You need 500? You said 500? Aight, I'll
hit you back." At approximately 4:09 p.m., JOHNSON called MAYS and said, "Give me a
couple days. Like Tuesday." MAYS responded, "Tuesday? Nah, nah, nah. I got to get it today.
I'm gonna to call my other man up." JOHNSON said, "I can call somebody, but I don't know
exactly what the material is. It probably (unintelligible) or better." MAYS responded, "Yo, yo.
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The material got to be the same fucking (unintelligible)." JOHNSON said, "That's why I asked
ifhe can wait until Tuesday." MAYS said, "No. He can't wait till Tuesday. He out." Based upon
this conversation and the overall investigation, I believe that MAYS ordered 500 grams of
cocaine ("I need 5") from JOHNSON, but that JOHNSON could not obtain that large amount
of cocaine until Tuesday, July 9, 2019.
37.
On July 6, 2019, at approximately 4:45 p.m., an incoming call was received over
Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 8556, wherein MAYS and MCCOY had a
conversation. In this call, MAYS said, "I need 4, man. ASAP." MCCOY responded, "Uh, like,
earlier tomorrow." Based upon the intercepted communications, I believe that MAYS reached
out to MCCOY for this large order after Linford JOHNSON was unable to provide the supply
in a timely manner. Later that day, at approximately 6:28 p.m., MCCOY called MAYS and said,
"Yo, bro. Just touching base with you. Everything looking good with tomorrow." The next day,
July 7, 2019, at approximately 1:59 p.m., MCCOY called MAYS and MAYS said, "Yo, where
you at?" and MCCOY responded, "I'm on my way over. That's why I tried to call you earlier."
MAYS said, "Oh, so you around my way?" MCCOY said, "Nah, man. You gonna be there? Is
you ready? I'mma be on my way." At approximately 3:10 p.m., MCCOY called MAYS and
said, "Yo, I'm outside." Video surveillance confirmed that a silver Audi, driven by MCCOY,
backed into MAYS's driveway at approximately 3:10 p.m. Surveillance shows MAYS approach
the Audi and enter the passenger side of the vehicle. Approximately two minutes later, MAYS is
seen exiting the vehicle and re-entering his residence. Based upon my training and experience,
and the within investigation, I believe that MAYS ordered 400 grams of cocaine from MCCOY
("I need 4, man. ASAP), but MCCOY informed MAYS that he needed some time to acquire it
("earlier tomorrow.") On July 7, 2019, I believe that MCCOY did in fact obtain the 400 grams
for MAYS and that he dropped it off at approximately 3: 10 p.m.
On July 8, 2019, at approximately 2:57 p.m., an incoming call was received over
Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 9312, wherein MAYS had a conversation with
ANDRE MORTON. On the call, MAYS said, "You got about 30 grams." MORTON said,
"Alright. Just make sure everything alright for me ... everything is in order ... the money and
everything is ok." A minute later, law enforcement observed MORTON arrive at MAYS'
residence. Based on the investigation, I believe that MAYS was holding an amount of cocaine,
which belonged to MORTON ("You got about 30 grams"). Based upon intercepted
communications and other information obtained in this investigation, I believe that MORTON
inquired as to his supply, and indicated that he was going to come by and pick up his cocaine
and/or money. ("Make sure everything alright for me, everything is in order, the money and
everything").
38.

On July 9, 2019, at approximately 5:28 p.m., an incoming call was received over
Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 7688, wherein MAYS had a conversation with
Craig MOORE. On this call, MOORE said, "I'm gonna do a hundred and fifty of them. What's
the number on that?" MAYS responded, "It's, um, six thousand." MOORE said, "Alright, that's
what we gonna do." MAYS said, "When?" MOORE responded, "It's probably gonna be next
week, cause I gotta get my load to get up there. I'm working on it right now. I'll call you two
days in advance." Based upon the overall investigation, I believe that MOORE ordered 150
grams of crack cocaine from MAYS ("I'm gonna do a hundred and fifty of them") and MAYS
told him it would cost $6,000 ("Six thousand"). Further, I lmow that MOORE is a commercial
39.
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truck driver, often driving through the Burlington County area. Accordingly, I believe that he
informed MAYS he would likely be in town the following week while driving the truck ("I gotta
get my load to get up there").
40.
On July 9, 2019, at approximately 10:27 p.m., an incoming call was received over
Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 1610, wherein MAYS has a conversation with
Mecca "Mecca" GRANT. On this call GRANT said, "Yo Unc, listen. I need you to hook me up
with a 50, lilce, but I need it like, to be like a 60. Nah, make it, make it 55 and maybe a 60."
MAYS said, "I don't know what the fuck you talking about." GRANT said, "Unc, can you do
um, can you do two 30s?" MAYS said, "You got sixty dollars?" GRANT said, "57 man. I'll
bring more back to you. Please?" GRANT also said, "57. It's just me and Vern. I need a 20, 50
tell him, what the fuck man, 57." GRANT said, "Unc, listen. You can bring it to me at Vern's or
can we come get?" MAYS said, "You got to come get it." Based upon this ongoing
investigation, I believe GRANT to often pick up smaller amounts of crack cocaine for herself,
and she often pools her money with other individuals to buy crack cocaine as a group ("It's just
me and Vern."). GRANT also obtains crack cocaine on consignment, purchasing crack cocaine
from MAYS, but owing him an amount of money in the future to clear the full debt ("I'll bring
more back to you.").
41.
On July 11, 2019, at approximat~ly 1:33 a.m., an incoming call was received over
Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 0019, wherein MAYS had a conversation with
John PETROVICH. On this call, PETROVICH said, "Yo, listen. I need a fifty, I need a twenty
and I need change for a hundred. Alright?:1 MAYS responded, "Alright. Yeah. Yes." Based upon
this investigation, I believe that PETROVICH ordered $50 worth of crack cocaine ("I need a
fifty") and $20 worth of crack cocaine ("I need a twenty"), and that he intended to pay with a
$100 bill. ("Change for a hundred"). MAYS agreed to sell it to him.
42.
On July 12, 2019, at approximately 10:41 a.m., an incoming call was received
over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 2256, wherein MAYS had a conversation
with Samantha BOHLERT. In this conversation, BOHLERT said, "I get paid tonight so I'll
have your money tonight. Um, can you do a forty for me? Cash." MAYS responded, "Uh, yeah."
BOHLERT then said, "Ok. Put it in the mailbox if you want to cause it's gonna be a little."
Based upon this investigation, I believe that BOHLERT ordered a quantity of crack cocaine
from MAYS ("can you do a forty for me? Cash") and asked for MAYS to just leave it in the
mailbox for her to pick up ("Put it in the mailbox"). Law enforcement surveillance has observed
MAYS leave narcotics inside his car and/or his mailbox for narcotics customers to pick up.
Indeed, at approximately 11:11 a.m., law enforcement observed BOHLERT arrive at MAYS'
residence to retrieve the narcotics from the mailbox.
43.
On July 12, 2019, at approximately 12:00 p.m., an outgoing call was placed on
Mays Phone 1 to telephone number ending in 8556, a number known to be used by Nathaniel
MCCOY. In this conversation, MAYS said, "I had 2,150 of it for the last, for the last two days."
MCCOY said, "Two days man was like two days ago dude." MAYS responded, "Ok, I'm
saying. I had 2,150 of it. I called you a couple time but anyway. I just got a call from
(unintelligible) to stop by here. He said about another hour and a half to pick up 200. So that'll
be the whole, you lmow, the whole thing." Based upon the investigation, I believe that MAYS
previously received an amount of cocaine from MCCOY and he still owed MCCOY payment
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for the cocaine. MAYS informed MCCOY that he had partial payment of $2,150 ("2,150"), but
after he sold the remaining amount of cocaine ("200"), he would have the entire amount to repay
MCCOY.
44.
On July 12, 2019, at approximately 7:33 p.m., an incoming call was received over
Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 9312, wherein MAYS and MORTON had a
conversation. In this call, MORTON said, "I need a huge favor. I need you to serve Chuck,
Chuckie Jackson, from Beverly. I need you to do me that favor, or I'm going to lose him. So I
need you to do me that favor." MAYS responded, "Johnny's over here, man. So I'll tell Johnny
to serve him." MORTON said, "Send Johnny to Boo's house right now." MAYS said, "So if
Johnny goes to Boo house, Boo's gonna give it to Johnny?" MORTON said, "Yeah. Johnny's
gonna give the money back to you ... Tell him there at-shirt in it for him." Based upon this
investigation, as well as my training and experience, I believe that MORTON asked MAYS to
deliver narcotics to a customer, "Chuckie Jackson." MORTON made clear that if he didn't sell
him the drugs, MORTON would lose him as a customer. MAYS offered that John
PETROVICH could make the sale for him ("I'll tell Johnny to serve him."). MORTON then
informed MAYS that PETROVICH was to go to Ronald DAWSON's house, the Edgewater
stash house, to pick up the narcotics. I know that "Boo'' is a nickname used by Ronald
DAWSON. MORTON also told MAYS that he would give Johnny a quantity of narcotics in
exchange for making the sale on his behalf ("There's at-shirt in it for him."). I lmow that a "tshirt" is slang for a quantity of cocaine.
45.
On July 14, 2019, at approximately 6:23 p.m., an incoming call was received over
Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 7688, from a male referred to as "Forty," and
later identified as Craig MOORE. In this conversation, MOORE and MAYS discussed a future
narcotics transaction. MOORE said, "I'm going to be there Wednesday." MAYS responded,
"Oh, you're going to be here Wednesday now? So what you talking then?" MOORE said, "A
hundred and fifty. Six grand." MAYS said, "You want one-five-oh?" MOORE responded,
"Yes." MAYS said, "I'll start working on that for you tomorrow." MOORE said, "Yeah. So you
can have it Wednesday and then you meet me there because you know what we gotta do."
MAYS said, "Yeah, yeah, yeah. So it'll be nice and done up and nice and dry." Based upon this
investigation, I believe that MOORE was ordering a quantity of crack cocaine from MAYS
worth $6,000. ("A hundred and fifty," "six grand"). Further, I believe that MAYS intended to
provide this cocaine in crack cocaine form ("It'll be nice and done up and nice and dry").

46.
On July 15, 2019, at approximately 2:31 p.m., an incoming call was received over
Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 2953, wherein MAYS had a conversation with
Rufus WILLIAMS. In this conversation WILLIAMS said, "I'm trying to see if I can find my
baby, my number one apprentice, to see if my granite can get tightened up. 'Cause he's, 'cause
these cats I been rocking with man, I don't know what is going to happen man, you talking about
some basement." MAYS said, "Really?" and WILLIAMS responded, "Hell yeah. I said, 'Let
me shoot my shot with your people."' Based upon other intercepted calls, as well as additional
evidence gathered in this investigation, I believe that WILLIAMS told MAYS that he wants
MAYS to provide the crack cocaine for him in the future. I further believe that "granite" is slang
for crack cocaine, and that WILLIAMS had been working with other individuals to provide his
crack ("these cats I been rocking with"), but wanted to come back to MAYS and his source(s) of
supply instead ("let me shoot my shot with your people").
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47.
On July 15, 2019, at approximately 5:30 p.m., an outgoing call was made on
Mays Phone 1 to MORTON 9312 Facility, wherein MAYS said to MORTON, "499. No, what
you wanna drop?" MORTON said, "Just do 50." MAYS said, "Alright." MAYS called
MORTON to inform him that he had 499 grams of cocaine remaining of his supply, and further
asked MORTON how much he should cook up into crack cocaine for him. ("What you wanna
drop"). I know that the term "drop" is slang and refers to the process of cooking powder cocaine
into crack cocaine. MORTON responded that MAYS should cook 50 grams for him ("Just do
50").
48.
On July 15, 2019, at approximately 8:48 p.m., an incoming call was received over
Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 7224, wherein MAYS had a conversation with
April BRANSON. In this call, BRANSON asked MAYS repeatedly what time he would be
home. When he ·asked why, BRANSON said, "You know why. Cause I'm trying to get
something." BRANSON then said, "What I'm saying to you is, I have to go to her, is all I'm
saying." MAYS said, "OK and I'm saying no, he ain't following you." BRANSON said, "Why
you can't do it?" MAYS said "Cause I'm not doing that." BRANSON said, "Why, why you
acting all funny now? Like, what's your problem?" MAYS said, "I don't know why youthink
I'm acting funny cause I said I'm not following you nowhere. Tell the girl bring you the money."
Based upon my training and experience and the within investigation, I believe that BRANSON
tried to arrange a time to meet with MAYS to obtain crack cocaine. ("I'm trying to get
something."). Further, BRANSON tried to get MAYS to agree to give her the crack cocaine up
front without paying for it. BRANSON tried to convince MAYS to follow her to her customer
so that she could give MAYS the money after she made the sale. MAYS refused. ("I'm not
following you nowhere. Tell the girl bring you the money.").
49.
On July 16, 2019, at approximately 5:06 p.m., an incoming call was received over
Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 0339, wherein MAYS had a conversation with
Linford JOHNSON. On this call, JOHNSON said, "What's going on Uncle?" and MAYS
responded, "I was getting ready to call you, I got half of that thing. I got half of it left, but I just
wanna make sure cause my people called me said that they gonna be here in the morning by
11 :30." JOHNSON responded, "Unc. You need to wrap that thing up. I said you need to wrap
that thing up, brotha." MAYS said, "I'm, what? God damn, I'm trying to." JOHNSON then
said, "Because it's gonna be hard for me to go and do what I gotta do if I ain't wrapped up."
MAYS then said, "Well, I got, I got like, I think like, almost 10 left. You know?" and
JOHNSON responded, "Alright. Keep working man. Call me." I believe based upon this
investigation that MAYS was explaining to JOHNSON that he sold about half of JOHNSON's
narcotics, but had other people coming in the morning for the rest of it. ("I got half of it left" "my
people called me said that they gonna be here in the morning by 11 :30"). MAYS further
responded that he had a specific quantity of narcotics left ("almost 10 left"). Based upon this
investigation, I believe JOHNSON indicated that he could not provide more cocaine to MAYS
unless MAYS had paid for the previous supply in full ("wrap that thing up", it's gonna be hard
for me to go and do what I gotta do ifl ain't wrapped it up.").
50.
On July 16, 2019, at approximately 8:46 p.m., an incoming call was received over
Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 4867, wherein MAYS had a conversation with
Andre PERKINS. On this call, PERKINS said, "Yo, I need 10." MAYS said "How you
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supposed to get it?" PERKINS said, "I'm about to call him." At 8:59 p.m., PERKINS called
MAYS back and said, "He said he want all, all, um, al um, all rock." MAYS said, "Who?"
PERKINS responded, "The people who I'm supposed to give this to." Based upon this
investigation, I believe that PERKINS ordered 10 grams of crack cocaine ("I need 10," "all
rock") that he needed to distribute to other individuals ("the people who I'm supposed to give
this to").
51.
On July 17, 2019, at approximately 10:41 a.m., an outgoing call was placed from
Mays Phone 1 to telephone number ending in 7688, wherein MAYS had a conversation with
Craig MOORE. In this call, MOORE said, "Where you at? I'm in front of the store." MAYS
then responded, "I didn't know you were gonna be here so early man." MAYS later said, "I'm
dropping it right now." I believe that conversation related back to the conversation from Sunday,
July 14, 2019, wherein MOORE ordered a quantity of cocaine worth $6,000. Based upon this
conversation and prior intercepted communications that law enforcement has reviewed, I believe
that MOORE was at the meeting spot ("I'm in front of the store") and that MAYS said he was
cooking the crack cocaine for him at that time ("I'm dropping it right now"). Based upon my
training and experience and information obtained in this investigation, I know that the term
"dropping" means cooking powder cocaine into crack cocaine~
52.
Later that day, on July 17, 2019, at approximately 11:37 a.m., an incoming call
was received over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 7688, wherein MAYS had a
conversation with Craig MOORE. MOORE said, "Come through the gate and make that first
right. I'm like the fifth truck in the front row." MAYS later said, "So are you going to be parked
on the right? The left? Straight ahead?" MOORE responded, "Really, when you come through
the gate, you make that first right and I'm right there." Based on evidence obtained in this
investigation, I believe that MOORE and MAYS were confirming exactly where MAYS was
going to meet MOORE to complete the preplanned narcotics transaction. On that date, in
anticipation for the prearranged narcotics transaction, law enforcement conducted physical
surveillance at a truck stop located in Bordentown, New Jersey. At approximately 11:47 a.m.,
law enforcement observed MAYS arrive in his red Kia Forte and park near a white freightliner
tractor-trailer. When MAYS pulled up alongside of the tractor-trailer, MOORE approached and
engaged in a brief conversation with MAYS and enters MAYS's vehicle. The two departed the
location but returned a short time later. Upon returning to the location, MOORE was observed
exiting MAYS's car and reentering the tractor trailer. MOORE was then observed refueling and
departing from the location. At that time, law enforcement conducted an investigative motor
vehicle stop to ascertain MOORE's identity. As a result of this motor vehicle stop, law
enforcement confirmed that Craig MOORE was the driver of this truck. Further, based upon the
intercepted communications and the observations of law enforcement, I believe that MOORE
and MAYS completed the planned narcotics transaction after they left the truck stop, but before
they returned.
53.
On July 18, 2019, at approximately 12:52 a.m., an incoming call was received
over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 8629, wherein MAYS had a conversation
with Tracy WILLIAMS. On this call, WILLIAMS said, "Can you put together a 40 for me? I'll
be at your house in about eight minutes." MAYS said, "Alright." I believe that WILLIAMS
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ordered a quantity of crack cocaine from MAYS ("40") and that WILLIAMS was going to pick
it up from MAYS' s house.
54.
On July 18, 2019, at approximately 1:56 a.m., an incoming call was received over
telephone number ending in 7696, wherein MAYS had a conversation with Shameke FOWLER.
In this call, FOWLER said, "What would you charge me for three and a half? MAYS said,
"Three and a half, what, hard?" FOWLER said, "Yeah." MAYS said, "Around $175."
FOWLER said, "I don't think I got that, but I might, alright, well, what would you be able to
give me for $150?" MAYS said, "You can get three hard ones." FOWLER said, "Alright, whole
ones?" MAYS said, "Yeah," FOWLER said, "Alright look, look. This is what I need you to do,
alright. Two of em, can you make like, uh, two can you make .7 or .8? Yeah, like two .7s, you
know what I mean? Like, how you do it, so I can get rid of that and the extra joints you could put
in the separate one, you feel me?" MAYS said, "So, so, so you want two .7s? And then one .6?"
FOWLER said, "Yes." MAYS said, "Uh, extra work, that'll be an extra five dollars."
FOWLER said, "Come on, Unc. Damn, like, I'm trying to work, like we trying to work together
here." Based upon this conversation, I believe that FOWLER ordered three grams of crack
cocaine, and had special request for how the crack cocaine was bagged up. I believe that the
request to bag the crack cocaine in this manner ("two .7s" ''one .6") was an effort to make it
easier to redistribute to others. This is confirmed by FOWLER' s comment of, "So I can get rid
of that."
55.
On July 19, 2019, at approximately 5:46 p.m., an incoming call was received over
Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 3206, wherein MAYS had a conversation with
Gurnsey FLAGG. In the conversation, FLAGG said, "Any changes man?" and MAYS
responded, "I mean, nah, nah, nah. Only thing is (unintelligible)." FLAGG then asked, "What
you mean by that? What you saying?" MAYS responded, "I'm talking about Fat Boy shit."
FLAGG asked, "Is it aight?" and MAYS said, "It's so-so. It gots a slight pinch to it." Based
upon my training and experience, as well as this investigation, I believe that FLAGG asked
MAYS's about the quality of his current supply of cocaine ("Any changes" "Is it aight?").
MAYS indicated that he only had the crack cocaine made with Andre MORTON's supply ("Fat
Boy shit.").
56.
On July 19, 2019, at approximately 5:30 p.m., an incoming call was received over
Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 0948, wherein MAYS had a conversation with
Roniffe GAINES. In this call, GAINES said, "Some say it alright, some say its garbage."
GAINES then told MAYS, "One bitch said it caked up. She said it caked up. Um, fucking Moo
called me and said it wasn't.that good. He texting me back like, 'Why you give me that trash? It
was different.' He said, 'Why you switch it up?' A couple people said it was getting by. They
couldn't tell the difference." MAYS responded, "Aight." GAINES said, "Why, that's all you
got? That's the only flavor out?" MAYS said, "For right now, yeah." Based upon my training
and experience, as well as this investigation, I believe that GAINES informed MAYS that some
customers did not like the crack cocaine that MAYS had cooked ("some say it's garbage" "she
said it caked up"). GAINES then asked if MAYS had any other crack cocaine to offer ("that's
the only flavor out.").
·

57.
On July 19, 2019, at approximately 8:24 p.m., an incoming call was received over
Mays Phone 1 from telephone number 215-987-8556, wherein MAYS had a conversation with
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MCCOY. On this call, MAYS said, "Yeah, I was just call you to touch base with you, just to let
you know, I don't need no goddamn all day shit. So I'll give you a two day, a two day notice.
Monday. Three. Ok?" MCCOY responded, "Monday? And MAYS said, "Three on Monday.
Not Monday night, but Monday. Ok?" MCCOY responded, "Ok." On July 21, 2019, at
approximately 9:23 p.m., MCCOY called MAYS and said, "What's up dud? What the name for
tomorrow?" MAYS said, "Yeah. Three, three, three." MCCOY said, "Yeah, that
(unintelligible). Still making sure everything still go." MAYS said, "Yup." The next day, on July
22, 2019, at approximately 2:44 p.m., MAYS called MCCOY and said, "Man, what's up?" and
MCCOY responded, "I'll actually, um, I'll be ready for you in a few." At approximately 6:28
p.m., MCCOY again called MAYS and said, "Yo I'm pulling up front dude." MAYS then told
MCCOY to pull into the driveway. Based upon this investigation, I believe that on Friday, July
19, 2019, MAYS ordered 300 grams of cocaine from MCCOY, and asked that it be ready on
Monday, July 22, 2019. ("Three." "Three on Monday." "Yeah. Three, three, three."). On July
22, 2019, I believe that MCCOY did, in fact, deliver the 300 grams of cocaine to MAYS. ("I'll
be ready for you in a few." "I'm pulling up front dude."). Video surveillance confirmed that
MCCOY arrived at the Mays Residence on that date.

58.
On July 21, 2019, at approximately 4:25 p.m., an incomingcall was received over
Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 9312, wherein MAYS had a conversation with
Andre MORTON. On this call, MORTON said, "What was that you gave me yesterday? That
28 and what else?" MAYS said, "I gave you 11 that I had sold, five here, six here, five here.
Yeah, I got about 11 more I sold last night." MORTON then said, "Everyone ... you the only one
in there?" MAYS responded, "Uh, in about ten minutes." MORTON then said, "I'm about to
stop over." On July 21, 2019 at approximately 4:57 p.m., an incoming text message was received
over Mays Phone 1 from MORTON which read, "I'm omw now." Based upon my training and
experience, as well as the within investigation, I believe that MORTON and MAYS were
discussing a quantity of cocaine that MAYS had given to MORTON ("28") as well as additional
quantities of cocaine. that MAYS had sold ("five here, six here, five here"). Further, I believe that
MORTON asked MAYS if he was alone, so that MORTON could stop by to engage in
narcotics activity ("you the only one in there"). Video surveillance confirmed that MORTON
did in fact then go to MAYS's house, after he texted MAYS that he was on his way ("I'm omw
now"). Surveillance showed MORTON arrived at MAYS's residence 5:04 p.m.
59.
On July 25, 2019, at approximately 1:05 a.m., an outgoing call was placed from
Mays Phone 1 to telephone number ending in 0948, wherein MAYS had a conversation with
Roniffe GAINES. On this call, GAINES said, "Yo." MAYS said, "What?" GAINES
responded, "That shit, that shit wasn't no super fry like you called advertising either." MAYS
said, "Well, see, you, you never think nothing is. I don't know." GAINES said, "I'm going by
what the fuck the streets telling me, goddamn it. I don't smoke cocaine, bitch." At this time,
GAINES was on his way to MAYS's residence to obtain more crack cocaine. MAYS said,
"Better have the goddamn money ready in your hand. I ain't playing." GAINES said, "Well
then, I got what, 140, right?" MAYS responded, "No, you gotta give me 200, Nief." GAINES
said, "Why I gotta give you 200, nigga? I just told you." MAYS said, "135 and 65, Nief."
GAINES said, "Nigga, is you paying the nigga now?" MAYS said, "Yeah, I'm paying the nigga
right now." GAINES said, "So then shut the fuck up." MAYS said, "That motherfuckers up my
ass." Based upon this investigation, I know that GAINES owed MAYS $65 from a previous
narcotics transaction and that MAYS has attempted to obtain that money on multiple occasions.
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As is made clear in this conversation, MAYS needed the money so that he can repay his supplier
("Is you paying the nigga right now," and "that motherfuckers up my ass.")
60.
On July 26, 2019, at approximately 5:27 p.m., an incoming call was received over
Mays Phone 1 from telephone ending in 9312, where Andre MORTON requested, "Ten of them
girls. I left 20 and then 100. Ten of em, get ten of em out real quick." MAYS said, "Girls?" and
MORTON responded, "Yeah, all solid." MAYS then said "Aight, man. Man, I'm don't fucking
with that stupid bitch." MORTON said, "Who?" and MAYS responded, "Brandon wife, man."
MORTON said, "What happened?" and MAYS responded, "Because, man. She came by here
and parked right in front of the lady's house. The lady I told you that be asking Johnny and she
had two cars with her. Following her." MORTON agreed, "You got to stop fucking with her."
Based upon the ongoing investigation, I believe that MORTON ordered a quantity of crack
cocaine ("ten of em" and "all solid"). Also in this conversation, MAYS complained about April
BRANSON ("Brandon wife"). I know that April BRANSON is in a relationship with Brandon
Rothwell. MAYS complained that BRANSON parked in front of a neighbor's house who had
already inquired about John PETROVICH ("The lady that be asking Johnny"). I believe that
MAYS expressed frustration with BRANSON parking near his house, as it was drawing
attention to his house from his neighbors. ·
61.
On July 26, 2019, at approximately 3:39 p.m., an outgoing call was placed over
Mays Phone 1 to telephone number ending in 7224, wherein MAYS had a conversation with
April BRANSON. On this call, BRANSON said, "You ain't got nothing? Not even one?"
MAYS said, "I love it when you say that. Oh, you know something? I just remember I do have
one." BRANSON said, "Can I have it?" MAYS said, "Can you have it?" BRANSON said, "You
know what I mean. Can I get it?" MAYS said, "Can you purchase it?" BRANSON said, "Yes."
MAYS responded, "I don't see why not." At approximately 5:16 p.m., MAYS called
BRANSON and told her to come in the front door.
62.
On or about July 28, 2019, at approximately 10:49 P.M., an outgoing text
message was sent from Mays Phone 1 to telephone number ending in 2256, a number known to
be used by Samantha BOHLERT. On this text, MAYS said, "The first is Thursday so you going
to pay me my money all of it right" and BOHLERT responded, "Your ears must have been
ringing. Yes pay you in full." Additionally, at approximately 10:52 P.M., an outgoing text
message was sent from MAYS Phone 1 to telephone number 609-346-0948, a telephone number
known to be used by Roniffe GAINES. In this text, MAYS said, "Can I stop by and get my
money please." Based upon the entirety of the investigation, I know that MAYS often provides
narcotics to both BOHLERT and GAINES, and permits them to provide partial payment up
front and owe him the remainder. Here, I believe that MAYS was attempting to collect the
money he is owed by BOHLERT and GAINES for prior drug transactions.
63.
On July 28, 2019, at approximately 9:34 p.m., an incoming call was received over
Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 7696, wherein MAYS and Shameke FOWLER
had a conversation. FOWLER said, "Unc, I need a favor. I need you, can you, can you do half
and half for me this one time?" MAYS said, "Boy, you be coming at me like ... " FOWLER said,
"I mean shit, like, I've got me, time come correct like most of the time, you know what I mean?"
MAYS said, " ... you come correct, talking that half and half shit." FOWLER said, "the only
reason I say that is because I ain't got, I ain't got enough to do a whole joint, and then these
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people not trying, they not, they only got like a set amount of bread, and I'm trying to maneuver,
like you feel me?" MAYS said, "I'll call you in a minute man." MAYS and FOWLER had
additional conversations about the time and place to conduct the crack cocaine transaction. At
approximately 10:36 p.m., FOWLER called MAYS and told him he was standing at the agreed
upon location. MAYS said, "Ok, listen. Just come down the street. Have the dude in your van
pass off to Johnny and keep going." Based upon this investigation, I believe that FOWLER
ordered a quantity of crack cocaine, but asked that he could pay for half at the time of the
transaction, and bring him the other half of the payment at a later date ("can you do half and half
for me this one time?") FOWLER explained to MAYS that he needed to do this because the
individuals he was distributing to only had a certain amount of money on them, and FOWLER
wanted to complete the deal. ("these people not trying, they not, they only got a like a set amount
of break and I'm trying to maneuver."). Additionally, at the time that FOWLER and MAYS
completed the transaction, MAYS sent John PETROVICH to malce the physical exchange of
drugs for money. ("Have the dude in your van pass it off to Johnny").
64.
On July 29, 2019, at approximately 9:41 p.m., an incoming call was received over
Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 3206 wherein MAYS and Gurnsey FLAGG
had a conversation. On this call, MAYS said, "I was getting ready to call you, tell you I need that
money because Fat Boy supposed to be stopping by and getting it." FLAGG said, "Well, give
me, I need a gram hard. You got one hard?" MAYS responded, "I ain't got nothing hard."
FLAGG said, "Can you make it?" MAYS said, "Are you gonna pay me for everything now?"
FLAGG said, "No, no. I'm paying you for what I owe you. Well, motherfucker, then I'll go out
and sell that thing and come back mother ... boy, you better leave me the fuck alone. I'm selling
all the goddamn shit now. Who the fuck out think is selling it?" MAYS said, "Listen, that's what
scares me Smitty, because you basically buying it all and I ain't make nothing off it." Based
upon this investigation, I know that MAYS often obtains cocaine from Andre MORTON ("Fat
Boy") on consignment, where MORTON gives the cocaine to MAYS up front, and comes back
to collect payment at a later date, after MAYS has sold the cocaine. ("Fat Boy supposed to be
stopping by and getting it"). In this conversation, MAYS was collecting the money that FLAGG
owed him for cocaine, so that MAYS would have the full payment to return to MORTON.
Additionally, FLAGG confirmed that he was selling cocaine ("I'm selling all the goddamn shit
now").
65.
On July 31, 2019, at approximately 9:33 p.m., an outgoing call was placed over
Mays Phone 1 to telephone number ending in 2823, wherein MAYS and Ronnie DAWSON had
a conversation. In this conversation, MAYS said, "Do you got what somebody want?"
DAWSON said, "Yeah." MAYS responded, "I ain't got shit from you in a long time."
DAWSON said, "Yeah, it's a small world man." MAYS said, "Where you at, home?"
DAWSON said, "Nah. I'm in Burlington right now. I'm gonna have to go home and grab it for
you. I don't got it with me, yo." MAYS said, "Five, six, probably about like seven." DAWSON
said, "Alright. I'm gonna grab it, right? You hear me? Where you want to meet me at?" MAYS
said, "Shit. I was gonna come to your house." At approximately 9:40 p.m., DAWSON called
MAYS back and said, "You didn't tell me. Done or undone?" MAYS said, "If you got it undone,
if you got it solid, give it to me." DAWSON said, "You side if I got it done and its official give
it to you?" MAYS responded, "If it's solid, you know what I mean? I don't want no shake shit."
DAWSON responded "Alright." Based upon the intercepted communications and the overall
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investigation, I believe that MAYS ordered a quantity of crack cocaine from DAWSON, either
five grams, six grams or seven grams (five, six, probably about like seven). After agreeing to
provide the crack cocaine, DAWSON called MAYS back to clarify if he wanted crack cocaine
or powder cocaine ("done or undone?"). I believe that MAYS ultimately asked for crack cocaine,
so long as it was of high quality. ("If it's solid" "I don't want no shake shit").
66.
On August 2, 2019, at approximately 11:36 p.m., an outgoing call was placed
over Mays Phone 1 to telephone number ending in 2823, wherein MAYS and Ronnie DAWSON
had a conversation. On this call, MAYS said, "Yo, what you got? The same shit?" DAWSON
said, "Yeah, why? You ain't like it?" MAYS responded, "Fuck no. Motherfuckers I sold it too
ain't like it either." DAWSON said, "Damn, crazy. That's crazy, yo." MAYS said, "Yeah, well
that's the way it is baby." DAWSON responded, "That's just the way it is. You can't please
everybody." Based upon the investigation, I believe that MAYS informed DAWSON that the
crack cocaine he obtained from him on July 31, 2019 was of poor quality. MAYS confirmed that
he then sold that crack cocaine to other customers who also did not like it. ("Motherfuckers I
sold it too ain't like it either.")
67.
On August 4, 2019, at approximately 5:09 p.m., an incoming call was received
over Mays Phone 1 from Morton Phone 2. On this call, MORTON said, "You gotta do me a
favor." MAYS appeared to know what MORTON was referring to and said, "He just called me
man, cause he got to go to work at 6 o'clock. He told me to have it in the morning." MORTON
said, "Alright. This is what I need you to do. I need you to go to Boo house and get it. Whenever
you get a chance." MAYS agreed and said, "Yeah, alright, man. Alright." Based upon this
investigation, and previous intercepted communications, I believe that MORTON requested
MAYS to pick up a quantity of narcotics from "Boa's" house. I know that "Boo" is a nickname
for Ronnie DAWSON. MORTON has previously asked MAYS to assist in picking up narcotics
from DAWSON. Video surveillance confirmed that MAYS arrived at DAWSON's residence,
the Edgewater Park stash house, at approximately 6:42 p.m.
68.
On August 4, 2019, at approximately 9:53 p.m., an outgoing call was made from
Mays Phone 1 to telephone number ending in 9312, wherein MAYS had a conversation with
Andre MORTON. MAYS and MORTON discussed meeting in the morning. MORTON
stated he "need 38" and MAYS acknowledges and stated that he owed MORTON "a few
dollars." MORTON responded affirmatively and stated that he needed MAYS to "clear that tab
too." MAYS said, "I'm gonna do that this week. Probably by like Wednesday." Based upon this
investigation, MORTON ordered a quantity of crack-cocaine from MAYS ("need 38") and
requested that MAYS pay him the money that he owes to MORTON ("clear that tab too").
69.
On August 7, 2019, at approximately 2:29 p.m., an outgoing call was made from
Mays Phone 1 to telephone number ending in 9312, wherein MAYS had a conversation with
Andre MORTON. On this call, MORTON asked MAYS, " .. .I need to know how much money
you got over there me ... ?" and MAYS said, "I can tell u that right now.... Smitty left me um ... "
MORTON further stated "Supposed to be 11 ... " and MAYS said, "He gave you like, got like
1030, I mean like 1080, or uh 1070, one of those two." MORTON later replied, "Man I'll be, I
head over there, I'll be over there in like 45 minutes. It don't even matter." Based upon this
investigation, it is believed that the conversation revolved around money that MAYS owed
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MORTON in drug distribution proceeds (" .. .I need to know how much money you got over
there me ... ?") Through this investigation, it is known that Smitty" is a nickname for Gurnsey
FLAGG, an associate of MORTON and one of MAYS's frequent narcotics customers. Video
surveillance show MORTON arrive at DAWSON's residence, the Edgewater Stash house, at
approximately 3: 15 p.m. ("I'll be over there in 45 minutes") and then arrive at MAYS' s house at
approximately 4:30 p.m.

70.
On August 8, 2019, at approximately 4:47 p.m., an incoming call was received
over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 7688, wherein MAYS and Craig MOORE
had a conversation. On this call, MOORE said, "I'll be there tomorrow. Have my shit ready."
MAYS responded, "Tomorrow?" MOORE said, "Yeah, I'm going to drive up and tum back
around and come back home." MAYS responded, "Oh. Oh, so you, the 125?" MOORE said,
"Yes sir." MAYS said, "Alright buddy." MOORE responded, "You going to have it ready for
me, right?" MAYS said, "Yeah, yeah." Based upon this and prior communications, I believe that
MOORE called MAYS and ordered 125 grams of cocaine, the same order he previously placed
on July 14, 2019 and completed on July 17, 2019.
'
71.
On August 8, 2019, at approximately 7:44 p.m., an incoming call was received
over Mays Phone 1 from Nathaniel MCCOY. On this call, MAYS said, "I need 4 ASAP."
MCCOY responded, "Everything there?" MAYS said, "What kind of goddamn question is that?
MCCOY said, "Cause it's always, you know ... " MAYS said, "No, no, listen. All you got to do
is do like you did. Do like we do. Bring it. I go, barn, be right back." Based upon the entirety of
the investigation, I believe that MAYS ordered 400 grams of cocaine from MCCOY. ("I need 4
ASAP.") MCCOY responded by questioning whether MAYS would have the full payment for
the cocaine ("Everything there?"). MAYS responded by describing that he was prepared to
complete the transaction as they have in the past - MCCOY brings the narcotics to MAYS,
MAYS then delivers the narcotics to his customer who gives MAYS the payment, and MAYS
then meets back up with MCCOY to provide the payment for the original delivery. ("Do like we
do so. Bring it. I go, barn, be right back.") In a later call that day, MCCOY and MAYS agreed
that MCCOY would deliver the cocaine the next day.
72.
On August 8, 2019, at approximately 8:20 p.m., an incoming call was received
over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 2953 wherein MAYS had a conversation
with Rufus WILLIAMS. In that conversation, WILLIAMS said, "What's up man?" MAYS
responded, "Yeah, I just talked to him. He said it's gonna be later on tonight." At approximately
9:28 p.m., WILLIAMS texted MAYS and said, "Shld i stay up?" MAYS responded, "Just keep
one eye open because I don't know exactly what time." On August 9, 2019, at approximately
12:33 a.m., MAYS texted WILLIAMS and said, "He just called me he said first thing in·the
morning." Based upon this investigation, I believe that MAYS informed WILLIAMS of his
previous conversations with MCCOY, specifically informing WILLIAMS that MCCOY would
be providing the cocaine on August 9, 2019.
73.
On August 9, 2019, at approximately 1:33 p.m., an incoming call was received
over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 7688, wherein MAYS had a conversation
with CRAIG MOORE. In this conversation, MAYS and MOORE discussed the time of
MOORE's arrival. MOORE informed MAYS that he would not be in New Jersey until 8 or 9
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o'clock. MAYS said, "Dude was leaving here at 6 o'clock" and "That's a long time to stall him."
MOORE, driving from Virginia, said "You need to tell me now man. That's too far to ride out
here if it's not gonna happen." MAYS responded, "Do you think New Jersey only got one candy
shop?" MOORE said, "Yeah but I want the right candy shop, dog." Based upon the ongoing
investigation, it is believed that MOORE and MAYS were discussing the timing of their
planned narcotics transaction. MAYS informed MOORE that he would have to stall his
supplier, who was expecting payment ("That's a long time to stall him.") MAYS, however, told
MOORE that he could get the cocaine from another source if necessary ("Do you think New
Jersey only has one candy shop?").
74.
On August 9, 2019, at approximately 2:30 p.m., an incoming call is received over
Mays Phone 1, wherein MAYS has a conversation with Nathaniel MCCOY. MCCOY informed
MAYS that he was at his residence. Video surveillance confirmed that MCCOY was at the
Mays Residence. Surveillance observed MCCOY retrieve a blue plastic bag from his car and
hand it to MAYS. MAYS then immediately went back inside his residence, while MCCOY got
backinto his car and left. Based upon the investigation, I believe that MCCOY went to MAYS's
house to deliver the 400 grams of cocaine, located in the blue plastic bag, previously ordered by
MAYS. At approximately 2:37 p.m., another incoming call was received over MAYS Phorre 1
from MCCOY. On this call, MCCOY said, "Yo. It's 18 8, bro." MAYS responded, "No shit."
MCCOY said, "Nah, dude. I can't, like, I can't be, ya know, all line up. If it ain't for all of it, not
just for 3s." MAYS said, "Yo, yo. I got this man. Baby, we got this. Damn baby, how long we be
doing this?" Based upon the investigation, I believe that after MCCOY dropped off the 400
grams of cocaine, he called MAYS to remind him that he owed him $1,880 ("Yo. its 18 8, bro").
MCCOY further said he would not accept partial payment for just 300 grams ("If it ain't for all
of it, not just for 3s").
75.
On August 9, 2019, at approximately 3:31 p.m. an incoming call was received
over MAYS Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 2953 wherein MAYS and Rufus
WILLIAMS had a conversation. In this call, MAYS told WILLIAMS that he was at his house.
Based upon this investigation, I believe that MAYS was at WILLIAMS's house to drop off
WILLIAMS' order of cocaine (that he had received from MCCOY just an hour prior). Video
surveillance confirmed that MAYS arrived at the Williams Residence at approximately 3 :25 p.m.
76.
On August 9, 2019, at approximately 7:17 p.m., an incoming call was received
. over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 3206, wherein MAYS had a conversation
with Gurnsey FLAGG. On this call, FLAGG said, "Oh yeah, did you talk to Forty? He coming
up." MAYS said, "Yeah I talked to him." Later in the conversation, FLAGG said, "You got two
grams?" and MAYS said "Yeah." At approximately 8:21 p.m., FLAGG texted MAYS and said
"Come on dogg I'm sitting here at the house in da drive way .. " Based upon this investigation, I
believe that FLAGG had previously talked to Craig MOORE about his arrival in New Jersey
("Did you talk to Forty? He coming up."). FLAGG also ordered two grams of crack cocaine
from MAYS. ("You got two grams?").
77.
Throughout the afternoon of August 9, 2019, MAYS and MOORE had multiple
conversations regarding MOORE's progress in driving from Virginia to New Jersey and his
approximate time of arrival. MOORE anticipated that he would arrive in Burlington County
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around 9:30 p.m. At approximately 10:05 p.m., video surveillance observed a pickup truck arrive
at MAYS's residence. A check of the license plate revealed that this truck belonged to Craig
MOORE. Based upon the intercepted communications, I believe that MOORE arrived at
MAYS' s residence to complete the transaction for the previously ordered 125 grams of cocaine.
78.
A short time after MOORE arrived at MAYS's house, at approximately 10:14
p.m., an incoming call was received over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number 215-987-8556,
wherein MAYS had a conversation with MCCOY. On this call, MAYS said, "I got it in my
pocket." MCCOY responded, "Yo, dude. Where you at, man?" MCCOY said, "I'm at home,
man. They all hundreds. Just come by the crib, alright man? Alright?" MCCOY said, "Yo.
What's up man? Man, cause I gotta roll." MAYS responded, "Yeah, I got it. Come get it." Based
upon the investigation, I believe that MAYS informed MCCOY that he had the repayment for
the 400 grams of cocaine that MCCOY delivered to MAYS earlier that day. ("They all
hundreds" "Yeah, I got it. Come get it.") I believe MAYS had full payment for MCCOY after
completing both narcotics transactions to MOORE and Rufus WILLIAMS earlier that day.
79.
On August 9, 2019, at approximately 11 :56 p.m., an incoming call was received
over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 7696, wherein MAYS and FOWLER had
a conversation. On this call, FOWLER said, "You can do, I'm tryna think, you can do two
done?" MAYS said, "Huh?" FOWLER responded, "You can do two done?" MAYS said, "You
want two?" FOWLER said, "Yeah, but like, can you do like, do something better, like for me,
like can I get the good shit this time? What the fuck?" MAYS said, "You know something,
Murder .. .I'm back in here, cause you know, this a supermarket, baby! I got shelves full. I'm
coming back here, I'm gonna pick u something different, ok? I promise you alright?" FOWLER
said, "'Bout how long you need?" MAYS said, '"Bout 20 minutes." FOWLER said, "Alright."
Based upon this conversation, I believe that FOWLER ordered two grams of crack cocaine
("two done") and asked that it be of high quality ("Get the good shit this time.") In response,
MAYS bragged that he had multiple products available and he would sell FOWLER something
different this time. ("This is a supermarket baby! I got shelves full.")
80.
On August 11, 2019, at approximately 11:23 p.m., an incoming call was received
over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 7696, wherein MAYS had a conversation
with FOWLER. In this conversation, FOWLER said, "I just need one right now. Hook it up for
your boy." MAYS responded, "Shit. Tell my boy to hook it up for me. Shit man, hook me up and
I'll hook you up." MAYS later said, "You can't get no peanut butter if you ain't got no jelly."
Based upon this investigation, it is believed that FOWLER asked MAYS to front him a quantity
of narcotics without payment ("I just need one" and "Hook it up for your boy."). MAYS told
FOWLER that you can't get narcotics without paying for it ("Can't get no peanut butter if you
ain't got no jelly.").
·

81.
On August 12, 2019, at approximately 2:15 p.m., an outgoing call was placed on
Mays Phone 1 to telephone number ending in 7688, wherein MAYS had a conversation with
Craig MOORE. On this call, MOORE said, "I might need you to holla, because I done made 27
already." Based upon the entirety of this investigation, including previously recorded calls, I
believe that MOORE informed MAYS that he already had sold a portion of the crack that he
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picked up on August 9, 2019 and made $2700 ("I done made 27 already"), and thus, would need
to make another purchase ("I might need you to holla"). Later in the call, MOORE said, "My
last stop is in Long Island. I'll hit you when I leave Long Island to come through." As a result of
this investigation, I know MOORE to be a commercial truck driver, who often meets with
MAYS to conduct drug transactions on his trucking routes. Here, I believe MOORE informed
MAYS that he wo~ld again meet with him after he left Long Island. Later that day, at
approximately 6:36 p.m., MOORE again called MAYS to discuss the transaction. Specifically,
MOORE said, "So, I got about 37 on me. I just got to hit the bank and grab the rest. I still got
like 60 Gs left at the crib. But, we gonna do the um, what we did the other day?" I believe that
"what we did the other day" is in reference to a previous transaction between MAYS and
MOORE, where MAYS sold MOORE 125 grams of crack cocaine.
82.
On August 13, 2019, at approximately 1:17 p.m., an incoming call was received
over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 4867, wherein MAYS had a conversation
with Andre PERKINS. On this call, PERKINS said, "yo that nigga for the 10 is prolly out there
already" and MAYS responded "the nigga get uh, uh, 10 easy?" PERKINS asked, "You said 10
what, girls?" MAYS said "oh 10 girls". Later in the call, MAYS asked, "I'm saying he want 10
then he wants 287" and PERKINS responded, "yea, yea." Based upon this investigation, it is
believed that PERKINS ordered a quantity of cocaine and crack-cocaine from MAYS ("I'm
saying he want 10 [girls] then he wants 28") and PERKINS responded, "Yea, yea." Based upon
my training, experience, and what I have learned throughout this investigation, I know that the
term "girl" or "easy" is a reference to powder cocaine.
83.
On August 13, 2019, at approximately 8:25 p.m., an incoming call was received
over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 2953, wherein MAYS had a conversation
with Rufus WILLLIAMS. On this call, WILLIAMS said, "Hey. Do you think you can find me
some granite?" MAYS responded, " ... we over here, uh, had to take him over to Fat Boy's
crib ... Johnny can you find it?" MAYS then said, "Johnny said he's gonna call for you." Based
upon this investigation, I believe that WILLIAMS was asking MAYS for crack cocaine ("find
me some granite"), and because MAYS was at Andre MORTON's ("Fat Boy") house, he
directed John PETROVICH to assist. ("Johnny said he's gonna call for you.") Later, at
approximately 9:32 p.m., WILLIAMS called MAYS again and said, "Dude just came, man. I'm
grabbing the granite now. I'm grabbing your granite now." MAYS said, "Alright." I believe that
WILLIAMS called MAYS to report that PETROVICH had just arrived at WILLIAMS's
house ("Dude just came, man.") and that WILLIAMS was just then getting the crack cocaine.
("I'm grabbing your granite now.")
84.
On August 14, 2019, at approximately 4:50 p.m., an outgoing call was placed
over Mays Phone 1 to telephone number ending in 7688 wherein MAYS and MOORE had a
conversation. In this call, MOORE said, "I'll be there at 11 o clock." MAYS responded,
"Alright man. Lemme jump on this mother fucker, dog. I thought it was gonna be after lunch."
MOORE responded, "Well, between 11 and 12. But get it together, man, but get it together so it
will be dry and ready." MAYS said, "Alright." Here, I believe MOORE was asking MAYS to
cook up crack cocaine for him to purchase the next day ("get it together so it will be dry and
ready").
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85.
On August 14, 2019, at approximately 6:53 p.m., an outgoing call was placed
over Mays Phone 1 to telephone number ending in 7224, wherein MAYS and BRANSON had a
conversation. In this call, BRANSON said, "You got anything put together?" MAYS said, "Like
what?" BRANSON said, "Like hold up, hold up. What's one hundred minus, minus a good,
good solid 30 or 40?" MAYS said, "Let em ask you. How much money you got?" BRANSON
said, "It's not for me. I'm calling because somebody wanted something." BRANSON said, "She
got like $35." MAYS said, "Ok, so she got $35. When is she suppose to, when are you suppose
to get the $35?" BRANSON said, "She's on her way out here, I'm asking, what you have so we
can meet you. She's gonna be there. I'm just gonna be the middle man Hand you the money and
then hand her the shit." Later BRANSON said, "All I'm doing is being the middle man. Meet
you somewhere, see if you had it, meet you somewhere, give you the money and give her the
shit, and go on about my business." MAYS agreed to conduct the narcotics transaction. At
approximately 7:14 p.m., BRANSON called MAYS and said, "Alright, where are you?" MAYS
said, "I just came outside. I'm getting in my car right now." BRANSON said, "Alright, and I
actually see her, so, damn there's no cars in this parking lot. Can we go, can we go somewhere
else?" MAYS responded, "I gotta meet my man." BRANSON said, "Oh my god, can you park
on the side where all the cars are, at the fitness center? It is no cars in this parking lot, it's
completely empty, sol'm going over there where there is cars at, the fitness center." MAYS
said, "You're gonna be at the fitness center?" BRANSON said, "Yeah. We are both, she's here.
I'm at the fitness center."
86.
On August 15, 2019, at approximately 9:38 a.m., an incoming call was received
over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 7688, wherein MAYS had another
conversation with Craig MOORE. In this call, MOORE said, "You got it?" and MAYS said,
"Man, I cooked that shit up last night. That shit good and dry" MOORE said, "What we got?
125, right?" MAYS responded, "124. It came out the pot, one two four." Here, I believe MAYS
was informing MOORE that he had 124 grams of crack cocaine cooked up for MOORE to pick
up. ("It came out the pot one two four"). Later in this same call, MAYS said, "You killing me,
man." MOORE said, "You crazy." MAYS said, "100 dollars for all that work I'm doing."
MOORE said, "You crazy." MAYS responded, "You make 70, 67 thousand and I'm making
100." MOORE then said, "I ain't making that much money man. I make about 3 grand profit off
of each 125." In this same call, MAYS and MOORE also discussed the cooking process that
MAYS used to turn the powder cocaine into crack cocaine. Other intercepted called between
12:15 p.m. and 12:37 p.m., confirm that MAYS met MOORE at a truck stop in Bordentown
Township. Additionally, surveillance units were positioned at the truck stop in anticipation of
this meeting. MAYS was observed arriving at the truck stop, driving a red Kia, shortly after
12: 15 p.m. At approximately 12:28 p.m., MOORE was observed arriving in a tractor trailer. At
approximately 12:34, MOORE exited the tractor trailer and walked toward the front of the truck
stop, where he was observed meeting with MAYS, At that time, both MAYS and MOORE
walked together back to MAYS's red Kia; both men entered the vehicle and left the truck stop.
Surveillance followed the red Kia to a bank in Fieldsboro, New Jersey. Officers observed
MOORE exit MAYS's vehicle and enter the bank. It should be noted that based upon prior
intercepted communications, I know MOORE to have a bank account with this particular bank.
MOORE exited the bank at approximately 12:50 p.m. and reentered MAYS's waiting vehicle.
Surveillance followed the vehicle back to the truck stop where MOORE was observed exiting
MAYS's vehicle and returning to his tractor trailer. Based upon the intercepted communications
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and the officers' observations, I believe that MAYS and MOORE drove to the bank so that
MOORE could obtain payment for the 125 grams of crack cocaine previously ordered. Further, I
believe the drug transaction occurred inside of MAYS' s vehicle.
87.
On August 15, 2019, at approximately 12:11 p.m. an incoming call was received
over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 2823, wherein MAYS had a conversation
with Ronnie DAWSON. On this call, DAWSON asked MAYS where he was, because he was
"supposed to be getting 96." MAYS informed DAWSON that he would be home in thirty
minutes, but that there "ain't no 96 there." Based upon this communication, I believe that
DAWSON called to arrange to pick up 96 grams of crack cocaine from MAYS. At 12:53 p.m.,
DAWSON again called MAYS. In this. call, DAWSON said, "where you at?" MAYS
responded, "I'm on my way home. I'll be home in 20 minutes." DAWSON said "You said 20
minutes an hour ago, bro. I been sitting here for an hour." MAYS said, "Well, I had to wait for
.somebody boo." MAYS then said, "Why didn't you call me this morning? I been up all
morning." DAWSON said, "I can go get the shit myself, man. I don't steal." MAYS responded,
"I never said you stole." DAWSON said, "I don't feel like waiting another 20 min, man. That be
an hour and a half. I been sitting here waiting. I got someone waiting at McDonald's." Based
upon this investigation, I believe that DAWSON was waiting to pick up narcotics from MAYS' s
residence, but MAYS was out delivering crack cocaine to MOORE at the time ("I had to wait
for somebody.") I further believe that DAWSON was annoyed because he had a narcotics
customer of his own waiting. ("I got someone waiting at McDonald's.).
88.
Just after hanging up with DAWSON, on August 15, 2019, at approximately 1:00
p.m., an incoming call was received over Mays Phone 1 from Morton Phone 2. In this call,
MORTON said, "Yo." MAYS responded, "I just talked to Boo. I'll be home in 10 minutes."
MORTON said, "Alright, cause I need to come over there too. That's why." MAYS said,
"Alright I'll be home in 10 minutes." Based upon this phone call, I believe MAYS immediately
told MORTON that he had just gotten off the phone with DAWSON ("Boo"), and that
MORTON informed MAYS that he planned to go to MAYS's residence to pick up narcotics ("I
need to come over there too."). Further, I further know DAWSON and MORTON to be close
associates. Surveillance followed MAYS from the truck stop directly back to his residence,
where DAWSON's black Dodge Challenger was parked in MAYS's driveway. MAYS was
observed meeting with DAWSON. Surveillance observed MORTON arrive at MAYS's
residence at approximately 1:18 p.m., while Ronnie DAWSON was still at MAYS's residence.
MORTON pulled his vehicle alongside DAWSON's car. DAWSON then departed, while
MORTON exited his car and entered MAYS's residence. MORTON left MAYS's residence at
approximately 1:23 p.m.
89.
On August 15, 2019, at approximately 6:14 p.m., an incoming call was received
over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 7224, wherein MAYS and BRANSON
had a conversation. BRANSON said, "The girl that I seen, she said. that shit was terrible
yesterday." MAYS said, "Well, if she said it was terrible, I damn sure ran through 150 of it."
BRANSON said, "Well she said she ain't like that shit." MAYS said, "Well, you know
something, you can't you can't please everybody all the time, you know?" BRANSON said,
"Yeah, you right about that." MAYS said, "Yeah, plus, plus, plus, she calls it a hamburger and
these motherfuckers call it a steak." BRANSON said, "I mean, had an attitude about it too.
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Talking bout um, it was not good, and blah, blah, blah." MAYS said, "I mean, to be, to give you
my professional opinion, no it's not, not, it's not what my people normally have, but you know,
it's like, its like they told me a long time ago. This ain't no supermarket. You can't just walk into
a motherfucldng store and get what you want. So, but it was 100 percent, ah, coke, so, yeah, it
was no bubble gum, none of that type of shit, but you know. And, cases like that I always tell
em, listen. Sometimes you get the bear and sometimes the bear gets you. So, you know. All I can
do is get rid of it and get some more." BRANSON then said, "I just got rid of that little piece
you gave me for forty just now." MAYS said, "Oh did you? So, you robbed somebody?"
BRANSON said, "Oh, how much? I thought you said it was like 37?" MAYS said, "I told you
you could get 35 to be on the good side. It was like .38 though." Based upon the investigation
and other intercepted communications, I believe that MAYS and BRANSON discussed the
quality of the crack cocaine that BRANSON obtained from MAYS on August 14, 2019 and then
distributed to an unknown female. BRANSON informed MAYS that the unknown female
thought the crack cocaine was of poor quality ("She said she ain't like that shit."). Later in the
call, BRANSON confirms that she sold another portion of crack cocaine to someone else for $40
("I just got rid of that little piece you gave me for forty just now"), and MAYS informed her that
that amount of crack cocaine was probably only worth $35 ("I told you you could get 35 to be on
the good side.")
90.
On August 15, 2019, at approximately 9:18 p.m., an incoming call was received
over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 8556 wherein MAYS and MCCOY had a
conversation. On this call, MAYS said, "I need 2 right now." MCCOY responded, "Alright. It'll
be like earlier tomorrow." The next day, on August 16, 2019, in a series of telephone calls,
MCCOY and MAYS discussed where and when to meet to make the transaction. At
approximately 4:03 p.m., MAYS called MCCOY. On this call, MCCOY said, "You know
where the Dicks at?" MAYS responded, "Yes." MCCOY said, "I'm right in front of it." MAYS
said, "Alright then. I'll be right there in two minutes." At approximately 7:13 p.m., MCCOY
called MAYS and said, "Yo, uh, it's like eighty short." MAYS said, "Eighty bucks short?"
MCCOY said, "Yes sir." MAYS responded, "Alright. I'mma call him up right now man." Based
upon my training and experience, and the within investigation, I believe that MAYS ordered 200
grams from MCCOY ("I need two right now.") and MCCOY said he could have it for him the
next day("earlier tomorrow.").
91.
Also on August 16, 2019, law enforcement officers were assigned to surveil
Nathaniel MCCOY. At approximately 1:55 p.m., while on this assignment, officers observed
MCCOY in Philadelphia. Between 1:55 p.m. and 3:10 p.m., officers observed as MCCOY
made a series of turns and stops, indicative of counter surveillance. At 3:47 p.m., MCCOY was
observed heading back into New Jersey. At 3:59 p.m., MCCOY was observed entering the
parking lot of a sporting goods store in Burlington Township, New Jersey. At approximately
4:00 p.m., officers assigned to surveil Herbert MAYS observed MAYS leave the Mays
Residence. At 4:09 p.m., officers observed as MAYS entered the parking lot. At this time,
officers observed MCCOY exit his vehicle holding a brown shopping bag. MCCOY
approached the driver's side window of MAYS's vehicle as it approached. MCCOY was then
observed handing the brown shopping bag to MAYS through the window of MAYS's car.
MAYS then left the parking lot, while MCCOY entered the store. At 4:27 p.m., MAYS was
observed back at his residence. This surveillance corresponds directly to the phone calls made
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between MAYS and MCCOY on the same day. I believe that the brown shopping bag that
MCCOY handed to MAYS contained the 200 grams of cocaine previously ordered.
92.
On August 16, 2019 at approximately 8:15 p.m., an incoming call was received
over telephone number ending in 6987, wherein MAYS had a conversation with Anthony
PRUITT. In this call, MAYS said, "What's up, big dog?" PRUITT said, "Ain't shit, um, I'm
getting ready to go to work. Uh, you got· me tomorrow? MAYS said, "How many you want?"
PRUITT responded, "A yard." MAYS responded, "Alright, then, no problem, alright." Based
upon this investigation, I believe that PRUITT ordered 100 grams of crack cocaine from
MAYS. Based upon my training and experience, I know that "a yard" is slang for 100 grams.
93.
On or about August 16, 2019 at approximately 10:17 p.m., an incoming call was
received over Mays Phone 1 from Morton Phone 3, wherein MAYS and MORTON had a
conversation. On this call, MAYS said, "I called to tell you that I got 1025. I got the 100 from
the other day I was supposed to give you. I got 280 from the 10 of the new and I need a hundred
in the morning." MORTON said, "One hundred from the other day? You was supposed to give
me the $100." Later in the call MAYS said, "Alright, but, yo. I need 100 first thing in the
morning." MORTON responded, "I'm, uh, trying to make it happen, but I ain't got no phone
calls back yet. But I'mma see, I'mma see." Based upon this investigation, I believe that MAYS
informed MORTON that he had money for him that he owed to MORTON ("the 100 from the
other day I was supposed to give you"). Later in the conversation, I believe that MAYS told
MORTON that he needed 100 grams of cocaine ("I need 100 first thing in the morning") and
that MORTON was attempting to obtain that for him ("I'm, uh, trying to make it happen, but I
ain't got no phone calls back yet."). Additionally, I believe the 100 grams of cocaine that MAYS
was attempting to obtain was needed to fill the order that was placed by PRUITT earlier this
same day.
94.
On August 17, 2019, at approximately 5:36 p.m., an incoming call was received
over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 6987, wherein MAYS had a conversation
with Anthony PRUITT. In this call, MAYS said, "Hey, buddy. What's up?" PRUITT said,
"Nothing. I was just seeing what's going on." MAYS said, "Yeah, I'm just waiting on my
people. That's all." MAYS followed up this conversation with a text message to PRUITT at
approximately 8:26 p.m., which said, "He will be here in about 35 minutes." PRUITT
responded, "Ok just call me." At approximately 8:53 p.m., surveillance officers observed a grey
Audi Q7, operated by Nathaniel MCCOY, park in front of MAYS's residence. At 8:54, MAYS
was observed exiting his residence and walking directly to MCCOY's Audi. At 8:55 p.m.,
MAYS was observed dropping an item inside of the Audi; the Audi subsequently pulled away.
Based upon this investigation, I believe that PRUITT and MAYS talked earlier in the day about
what time MAYS would have the 100 grams that he previously ordered. ("I was just seeing
what's going on," "waiting on my people," and "He will be here in 35 minutes."). Based upon
the observations of surveillance officers, I believe that MAYS's "people" was MCCOY, as he
arrived at the time MAYS informed PRUITT, approximately 35 minutes after the phone call. I
believe that when MCCOY arrived at MAYS's residence, MCCOY and MAYS exchanged
money for cocaine.
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95.
At approximately 9:08 p.m., MAYS called PRUITT and said, "Yo, when you
come over here, turn on the dead end street." PRUITT said, "Dead end street?" MAYS said,
"Yeah, on the side of my house. Tum in there and turn around. Homeboy going to
(unintelligible) inside." PRUITT said, "Who?" and MAYS responded, "Johnny." PRUITT said,
"Oh, ok. I will call you when I get close. I got to leave the house. Give me ten minutes." At 9:24
p.m., surveillance units observed a white Ford pickup truck arrive and park in MAYS's
driveway. The driver was positively identified as John PETROVICH. MAYS was observed
walking to the driver's side window of the pickup truck, where he had a conversation with
PETROVICH.

96.
At approximately 9:36 p.m:, PRUITT called MAYS and said, "I'm coming. I'm
going to tum on the block now. Tell him to come on." At approximately 9:38 p.m., surveillance
units observed a grey Mercedes Benz pull up alongside MAYS's residence and park.
Surveillance units identified the driver of the grey Mercedes to be Anthony PRUITT.
Surveillance officers then observed MAYS walk up to the grey Mercedes and hand an item to
the driver. Based upon the intercepted communications,. along with the observations of
surveillance, I believe that officers observed MAYS sell PRUITT 100 grams of cocaine,
previously provided to MAYS by MCCOY a short time earlier.
97.
On August 19, 2019, at approximately 9:12 p.m., an outgoing call was placed on
Mays Phone 1 to telephone number ending in 0019, wherein MAYS has a conversation with
John PETROVICH. On this call, MAYS said, "Johnny." PETROVICH responded, "What?"
MAYS said, "Yo, man. Come quick, man. I can't see how to cook it cause the electric went off. I
just got a generator, so could you please come now?" PETROVICH said, "Alright. I'll be right
there." Based upon the ongoing investigation, I believe that MAYS told PETROVICH that
because the electricity went out at his house, he could not see what he was doing as he was
"cooking" the cocaine into crack cocaine ("I can't see how to cook it cause the electric went
off.") I know MAYS to frequently cook crack cocaine in his residence, and also to rely upon
PETROVICH to help him fix things in his residence.
98.
On or about August 21, 219, at approximately 2:20 a.m., an incoming text
message was received over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 2256, a number
known to be used by Samantha BOHLERT. In this text, BOHLERT said, "You still have
Pablo" and MAYS responded, "Yes." BOHLERT then said, "I'm need a 50" and MAYS said,
"Come get it." At approximately 2:41 a.m., BOHLERT sent a text that read, "Pulling up in five
minutes."
99.
On or about August 21, 2019, at approximately 12:52 p.m., an outgoing call was
placed over Mays Phone 1 to telephone number ending in 6987, wherein MAYS had a
conversation with Anthony PRUITT. On this call, PRUITT said, "I knew you were gonna call.
I'm trying to do my business. It's for my job. What, um, yeah, ah, same thing." MAYS said,
"Aight, let me call my people, man." PRUITT said, "Aight, call me, call me right back." MAYS
then immediately called Linford JOHNSON and asked him to get him "100." JOHNSON
informed MAYS that he didn't have anything to sell. Based upon this call, and previous
purchases by PRUITT, I believe that when PRUITT ordered the "same thing," he ordered 100
grams of cocaine. At approximately 1:42 p.m., MAYS called Andre MORTON and the two
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discussed the amount of MORTON's money that MAYS had stored at his house. MAYS then
said, "I need 100 right now." After MORTON continued to talk about money, MAYS said,
"Yeah, so what you, what you think about that 100?" MORTON responded that once he
collected his money, he would be able to provide the cocaine. At approximately 4:46 p.m.,
MAYS called MORTON and said "Yo Fats. How much longer, Fats?" MORTON said, "20."
Immediately following that phone call, MAYS called PRUITT and said, "20 minutes big dog,
20 minutes." At 5:37 p.m., MAYS called PRUITT and said, "Pull all the way into the driveway,
behind the Mustang." At 5:38 p.m. surveillance officers observed PRUITT, driving a grey
Mercedes Benz, pull into MAYS driveway. At that time, officers observed a female passenger
exit the Mercedes Benz and enter MAYS's residence.
100. On August 23, 2019, at approximately 3:45 p.m., an incoming call was received
over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 2953, wherein MAYS had a conversation
with Rufus WILLIAMS. In this conversation, WILLIAMS said, "Man, fuck all that. See if
them niggas normal yet." MAYS said, "Huh?" WILLIAMS said, "See if they normal yet."
MAYS said, "Who niz?" WILLIAMS said, "Oh my goodness, why do you do stuff like that?"
MAYS said, "I don't know what you talldng about." WILLIAMS said, "Why do you do that?
Who else would the fuck I be talldng about my bro?" MAYS said, "Aight, aight." Based upon
my training and experience, and the within investigation, in this call, I believe that WILLIAMS
asked MAYS to inquire if Nathaniel MCCOY ("Niz") was in a position to supply him with a
large amount of cocaine ("See if they normal yet."). I know that "normal" is a term used to imply
that a drug supplier has a supply to sell. Immediately following this call, MAYS placed a phone
call to Nathaniel MCCOY, who did not answer the phone.
101. When MCCOY did not answer the phone, MAYS immediately called Julius
THIGPEN. On August 23, 2019, at approximately 3:49 p.m., an outgoing call was placed to
telephone number 267-456-4014, wherein MAYS had a conversation with Julius TIDGPEN. On
this call, MAYS said, "Yo, yo, yes sir I'm going out of town in about four to five hours. I'm
calling you cause my people just called me and I'm trying to see if you got something good
cause he needs something before I leave." THIGPEN said, "He can come around here, but it's
on the roof though, Gene. He only comes once every six months, you can tell him I need a nick a
piece for em. He can get as many as he wants. I guarantee him." MAYS said,· "You need a
what?" TIDGPEN said, "A nickel a piece, five, a "jo pack" is five. 100% guarantee it. I can't do
it for nothing else. He only come once every, ya know mean?" MAYS said, "You need a nickel a
piece." THIGPEN said, "Yeah, I'm selling em for five Gs, man. I got some other stuff I can do
for 47, but I mean, I want five Gs. I ain't gonna lie, it's tight man and anybody that only come
once every two to three weeks, I can't even help em out like that. Yo being honest, he only
comes when he can't get ahold of his other man, so why should I. .. ?" MAYS said, "Yo, I be
calling you, June. You don't never answer the goddamn phone." THIGPEN said, "You don't
know what you're talking about. You know he always bullshit, go somewhere else man, c'mon
Gene, c'mon man. I can't help him out unless he wanna pay five thousand a piece. I can get as
many as he want, and I guarantee 100% and it's clean and sweet." MAYS said, "Yo, yo, how
about two for 4800." THIGPEN said, "2 for 48, I'll do two for 4850." Based upon this
conversation, I believe that MAYS inquired as to whether THIGPEN could supply cocaine to
Rufus WILLIAMS. THIGPEN informed MAYS that he would sell him 100 grams for $5,000.
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("Ajo pack is 5," "I can't help him out unless you wanna pay five thousand a piece."). MAYS
negotiated THIGPEN down to two hundred grams for $4,850 ("I'll do two for 4850").
102. On or about August 23, 2019, at approximately 5:03 p.m., an incoming call was
received over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 3206, wherein MAYS and
FLAGG had a conversation. In this call, MAYS said, "Yeah, I seen Boo earlier. I told Boo to
give me a G." FLAGG said, "Yeah, if he keep that sand off of it he good. He had the same thing
Fat Boy had. I don't know what he had today, I know I got the last of it yesterday." MAYS said,
"Yeah said something about you told him to see Johnny so he could get into the house or some
shit." FLAGG said, "Yeah, to get the money. I got some money for him." Based upon this
investigation, I believe that MAYS and FLAGG discussed Ronald DAWSON ("Boo") and the
current cocaine that DAWSON had for sale. FLAGG confirmed that DAWSON had the same
cocaine that Andre MORTON was selling ("He had the same thing Fat Boy had"). Further,
FLAGG said that he told DAWSON to go to his house to pick up money from John
PETROVICH ("You told him to see Johnny so he could get into the house," "I got some money
for him."). Based upon this investigation, I know FLAGG and PETROVICH to run the
Burlington stash house, and I believe that is the house that FLAGG said he directed DAWSON
to.
103. Based upon several intercepted communications, I believe that MAYS traveled to
Virginia on or about Friday, August 23, 2019, and returned on or about Friday, August 30, 2019.
While he was away, he informed his customers and associates that he was in Virginia, and thus,
could not complete any narcotics transactions.
104. On August 29, 2019, at approximately 6:09 p.m., MAYS had a conversation over
Mays Plione 1 with Anthony PRUITT. On this call, PRUITT said, "Um, tomorrow, I'm gonna
need what I usually get. I need that, but I need two. of them though. I'm going with "Bo," so I
need two of them. But I wanna know a number though." MAYS said, "Two what?" PRUITT
said, "CRs, but I wanna know the number. I need a sample too." MAYS said, "Well, yeah. Uh,
he gonna take it down another dollar." PRUITT said, "So what it supposed to be 30 dollars?"
MAYS said, "Huh?" and PRUITT said, "39?" .MAYS said, "No! 40 ain't it? It's already 41."
PRUITT said, "Alright, alright. Um, you have the list? Because I need it all chunky money
because last time it was light." MAYS said, "Ok, I'm gonna put it in for you right now and make
sure that you have it." Based upon this investigation, I believe that PRUITT ordered 200 grams
of crack cocaine from MAYS, as he ordered two of his regular order. As a result of this
investigation, I know PRUITT's regular order to be 100 grams. Further, PRUITT said that he
was buying along with "Bo," a reference to another subject of the investigation. I also know that
PRUITT specifically ordered crack cocaine, as he specified that he wanted it "chunky monkey,"
and complained that the previous ordered had been "light," meaning not as solid.
105. On August 29, 2019, at approximately 6:10 p.m., an incoming call was received
over Morton Phone 3 from Mays Phone 1. MAYS said, "Tomorrow I need 2 of them, ok?"
MORTON said, "Points?" MAYS said, "Yeah. Two of them. No, no, no." MORTON clarified,
"Two hundreds?" MAYS said, "Yes, yes." MORTON said, "Alright, I got you." Based upon the
intercepted communications, I believe that after PRUITT ordered 200 grams of cocaine from
MAYS, MAYS immediately called MORTON to obtain the supply of 200 grams of cocaine ("I
need two of them," and "two hundreds.").
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106. On August 30, 2019, at approximately 5:02 p.m., an incoming call was received
over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 2953, wherein MAYS had a conversation
with Rufus WILLIAMS. In this call, Rufus WILLIAMS said, "Hey. Three times, man."
MAYS responded, "Three times?" WILLIAMS said, "Yeah, three times, yeah, exactly. Make
sure you know what I mean." MAYS responded, "yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah." Based upon
this investigation, I believe that Rufus WILLIAMS ordered 300 grams from MAYS ("three
times").
107. Immediately after speaking to Rufus WILLIAMS, between 5:03 p.m. and 5:07
p.m., MAYS made six phone calls to MCCOY; MCCOY did not answer any of these six calls.
At approximately 5:08 p.m., an outgoing text message was sent from Mays Phone 1 to MCCOY,
which said, "He needs 3." At approximately 5:49 p.m., an incoming call was received over
MAYS Phone 1 from MCCOY, wherein MAYS said, "Did you get my message?" MCCOY
said, "Yeah, I just got it. Um, I'm getting ready to be on my way up there, but um, I only got the
two." MAYS said, "Aight, aight. No problem." MCCOY then said, "I'm en route though. I'm
on my way out there." MCCOY called MAYS at approximately 7:54 p.m. and said, "You want
to meet- at the Home Depot?" MAYS said, "In the same location?" MCCOY said, "Yeah,
because I got to come there." MAYS said, "Alright, alright. I'm leaving the house now. How
long its going to take you?" MCCOY said, "I'll probably be there the same time you do."
108. On August 30, 2019, at approximately 8:08 p.m., surveillance units observed
MAYS leave his residence and travel to a home improvement store in his red Kia. At
approximately 8:19 p.m., a grey Audi, driven by MCCOY, arrived in the store's parking lot;
MAYS arrived shortly thereafter. Once MAYS arrived, he walked directly to MCCOY's
driver's side window and spoke to MCCOY. MAYS was observed as he retrieved an item from
MCCOY and then subsequently went back to his red Kia.
109. On August 30, 2019, at approximately 5:43 p.m., an outgoing text message was
sent from Morton Phone 3 to telephone number ending in 5775, a number known to be used by
Teron HUGGINS. MORTON texted, "I need you in 45 min." HUGGINS responded, "Math so
I can tell him now." MORTON responded, "225." Based upon my training and the within
investigation, I believe MORTON ordered 225 grams of cocaine from HUGGINS. At 6:46
p.m., MORTON texted HUGGINS, "You ca meet me in wb bow" and then "Now." At
approximately 7:13 p.m., MORTON called MAYS. In that conversation MORTON said,
"Alright, ole boy ain't down the street. Where he?" MAYS said, "Ole boy? Waiting? Who?"
MORTON said, "For you to grab, I told you I needed that money." MAYS said, "Oh, he pulling
up in ten minutes." MORTON said, "Alright look, when you get it, right, give ole boy 75 40."
MAYS said, "75 40." MORTON said, "You know what man, you should, I should, I'mma come
pick up the 460." At approximately 7:24 p.m., MORTON called HUGGINS and said, "My bad
bro, pull up by Unc's house." Based upon these intercepted communications, I believe
MORTON directed HUGGINS to deliver the 225 grams of cocaine to MAYS's house ("Pull up
by Unc's house") and further directed MAYS to give HUGGINS $7,540 as payment for the
cocaine ("I told you I needed that money," and "Give ole boy 75 40").
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110. At approximately 7:42 p.m., HUGGINS called MORTON and said, "Alright, so
what you want me to do?" MORTON said, "Dude, just pull back up to the crib now. Yeah, you
can pull up to the crib now." At 7:43, MORTON called MAYS and said, "He already on his
way, he at McDonalds." MAYS said, "Alright." MORTON said, "75 40." MAYS said, "I got
you babe." Based upon these and other intercepted communications, I believe that HUGGINS
went to MAYS's house and retrieved $7,540 as payment for 225 grams of cocaine.
111. At approximately 9:52 p.m., MORTON sent a text to HUGGINS which read,
"Time," and HUGGINS responded, "40." MORTON said, "Let me know when you 20?" At
approximately 10:28 p.m., HUGGINS called MORTON and said, "I forgot to call you, but tell
him, um, ten minutes." MORTON said, "Oh, you going right there to Unc's?" HUGGINS said,
"Uh yeah. Tell him I'm in and out though, bro." MORTON said, "Yeah, yeah, yeah, I know.
You might not even have to go in." HUGGINS said, "I don't wanna go in, that's what I'm
saying. I want him to come outside so I can ... " MORTON said, "Yeah, yeah, yeah, you might,
alright." At approximately 10:29 p.m., MORTON called MAYS and said, "You home?" MAYS
said, "Yeah, where you at?" MORTON said, "Um, ole boy bout to come there too." MAYS
said, "Who?" MORTON said, "The dude that you gave the money to earlier." MAYS said,
"Alright." MORTON said, "You want me to tell him to put it in the car?" MAYS said, "Yup,
cause I'mma tell you. I thought you were coming. I was gonna tell you I have $390 in the
console." MORTON said, "Look. I'mma tell him to put that in the console too, look and um,
alright, um, that's it. Onnie gonna come pick it up now." MORTON then texted HUGGINS,
"Put it in his console center." MAYS texted MORTON and said, "Tell him on the passenger
front door $380." At approximately 10:34, MORTON called HUGGINS and said, "Just put it in
the center, the center console." Based upon the investigation and the intercepted
communications, I believe that after receiving payment, HUGGINS obtained the 225 grams of
cocaine. I believe that MORTON told HUGGINS to bring the cocaine back to MAYS's house
and put it in the center console of MAYS's vehicle ('just put it in the center, center console"). I
also believe that MORTON told MAYS that Andre PERKINS ("Onnie") would be retrieving
the cocaine and the money from MAYS's vehicle later. At approximately 11 :02 p.m., PERKINS
called MORTON and said, "What you say again? No one's here." MORTON said, "The door
and the center piece." PERKINS said, "Ok." MORTON said, "Get it and then come back."
Subsequent phone calls between MORTON, MAYS and PERKINS confirmed that PERKINS
obtained the money and the cocaine from inside ofMAYS's vehicle.
112. On August 30, 2019, at approximately 10:49 p.m., an incoming call was received
over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 8629, wherein MAYS and TRACY
WILLIAMS had a conversation. On this call, WILLIAMS said, "I need a 50." MAYS said,
"Where you at?" WILLIAMS said, "I'm coming down Levitt." MAYS said, "Alright. When
you get ready to turn on Tiffany call me." At approximately 10:52 p.m., WILLIAMS called
MAYS and said "Yo. Bout to turn on Tiffany." MAYS said, "I see a SUV or something with the
headlights off, parked outside my driveway. I don't know who he is." WILLIAMS said, "So
you want me to circle the block?" MAYS said, "Yeah." At approximately 10:55 p.m., MAYS
and WILLIAMS again have a conversation, where MAYS instructs WILLIAMS to meet him at
the side entrance of his residence. Based upon this overall investigation, I believe that
WILLIAMS ordered $50 worth of crack cocaine ("I need a 50") and that MAYS told him to
come to the Mays Residence.
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113. On August 31, 2019, at approximately 9:56 p.m., an outgoing call was placed
over Mays Phone 1 to telephone number ending in 2823, wherein MAYS had a conversation
with DAWSON. On this call, DAWSON said, "When are you going to pay me? You can't
never. I ain't see you in a week bitch." MAYS said, "I was down at the beach goddamn it. I just
got back." DAWSON said, "As a matter of fact, come to Smitty's for me. Come to Smitty's for
me." MAYS said, "Over there right now? Like right this minute?" DAWSON said, "I mean, I'm
on my way there right now." Based upon this investigation, I know "Smitty" to be GURNSEY
FLAGG and I know FLAGG to live at 1235 Liberte Court in Burlington, New Jersey.
Surveillance units observed MAYS's red Kia arrive at 1235 Liberte Court at approximately
10:13 p.m. About two minutes later, DAWSON arrived at 1235 Liberte Court in a black Dodge
Challenger. MAYS and DAWSON were observed speaking in the parking lot and then both men
approached and entered 1235 Liberte Court. At 10:29, DAWSON was observed exiting 1235
Liberte Court, holding an unknown object. He reentered his black Challenger and departed.
MAYS left shortly thereafter.
114. On September 2, 2019, at approximately 7:47 a.m., an outgoing text was sent
from Mays Phone 1 to telephone number ending in 6359, a number known to be used by
Nathaniel MCCOY. The text read, "Jo man I need two". At 8:13 a.m., MAYS sent another text
to MCCOY that read, "Jo man sorry to hear that you was in the hospital but my people need 2
ASAP if you can't do it let me know ASAP so I can find another route." At 2:15 p.m., MAYS
sent another text to MCCOY that read, "yo man I've been calling you for two days you text me
and said you were going to see me this morning now my people they need 2 And you won't
respond don't know what's up." Based on this investigation, I believe that MAYS repeatedly
texted MCCOY, in an attempt to order 200 grams of cocaine that he was going to sell to his
customers ("I need two," "my people need 2"). At approximately 5 :31 p.m., MCCOY called
MAYS and said, "Yo, what's up dude?" MAYS responded, "Did you get my text?" MCCOY
said, "What do you think, like two?" MAYS responded, "Yeah, man." MCCOY said, "Alright.
Give me a minute. I'll call you right back." At approximately 7:03 p.m., MCCOY called MAYS
and said "Alright I'm on my way."
115. On September 2, 2019, at approximately 2:43 p.m., an incoming call was received
over MAYS Phone 1 from telephone number. ending in 2823, wherein MAYS had a
conversation with Ronnie DAWSON. MAYS said, "What you holding? The same thing or
something different?" DAWSON said, "The same thing. Same." MAYS said, "Yeah, I need like
four of them." DAWSON said, "Alright I got you. Give me like 15 minutes." Based upon this
investigation, I believe that MAYS ordered four grams of crack cocaine from DAWSON ("I
need like four of them.") Based upon intercepted phone calls, I believe that MAYS and
DAWSON completed the narcotics transaction at DAWSON's at approximately 3:44 p.m. At
approximately 4:05 p.m., MAYS called DAWSON and said, "Yo. Are your eyesight fucked up
or are you slightly on the retarded side?" DAWSON said, "Why? What's wrong?" MAYS said,
"I told you I needed four and you gave me 2.67." DAWSON said, "Yeah, I know it too. I got to
buy a new scale, man. Alright, alright, I'll figure it out." MAYS said, "You goddamn right.
Yeah. I need that." DAWSON said, "Alright. Give me a second while I go buy a new scale."
Based upon these intercepted communications, I believe that MAYS informed DAWSON that
he only sold him 2.67 grams of crack cocaine, when MAYS had ordered and paid for four grams.
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(I needed four and you gave me 2.67). DAWSON acknowledged there could be an issue because
he was having issues with the scale he used to weigh the drugs; DAWSON informed MAYS he
would be buying a new scale. Later that day, MAYS told DAWSON he was on his way to
DAWSON's house to "grab that." Video surveillance confirmed that MAYS arrived at
DAWSON's residence, the Edgewater stash house, at approximately 6:00 p.m. Based upon the
intercepted communications, I believe that MAYS went to DAWSON's house to obtain the
remainder of the crack cocaine that DAWSON previously under-sold to him.
116. On September 4, 2019, at approximately 11:34 a.m., an incoming call was
received over Morton Phone 3 from telephone number ending in 4867, wherein MORTON and
PERKINS had a conversation. In this call, PERKINS said, "The white bitch talking about she
ready." MORTON said, "Aight, well try and direct her here, to the office though or something."
PERKINS said, ''Hold up, so what's the exact, what you call it here? 9000? What's it, 9000?
What's the name of the road out there?" MORTON then provided a house number and street
name consistent with his home address. In a follow-up call at approximately 11 :40 a.m., between
PERKINS and MORTON, PERKINS said, "Yo, what you want me to do with that money I
just, after, after, after she come, after she comes?" MORTON said, "Put it in my nightstand." In
this call, I believe that MORTON told PERKINS to send a cocaine customer to his home in
Pennsylvania, however, he told PERKINS to send her to the common office of the complex,
rather than his personal front door. ("Direct her out here, to the office though"). Further,
MORTON told PERKINS to put the proceeds from the cocaine sale into his nightstand. ("Put it
in my nightstand").
117. On September 4, 2019, at approximately 7:45 p.m., an outgoing call was placed
over Mays Phone 1 to telephone number ending in 2823, wherein MAYS and Ronnie DAWSON
had a conversation. On this call, MAYS said, "What, you can't answer me or tell me nothing?"
DAWSON responded, "Because the mother fucker ain't answering me. But I got a hundred on
me. I got a hundred for you if you want that. It's all bricked up. You want me to bring that?"
MAYS said, "You got a hundred right now?" DAWSON said, "Yeah." MAYS asked, "Solid?"
and DAWSON said, "Yes." MAYS said, "Alright, man. Yeah, yeah, alright, man. Come on,
man."
118. On September 4, 2019, MAYS and MOORE had multiple conversations about
when MOORE would arrive in the area. At approximately 7:58 p.m., on an incoming call from
MOORE, MAYS informed him, "Let you know right now. It's gonna be 100." MOORE
responded, "What you mean?" MAYS said, "That it, you know? What I'm saying, instead of
125." MOORE said, "He don't have 125?" MAYS said, "He don't have 125, he don't got 120.
He got 100." MOORE said, "Ah, shit. So what's that, four?" MAYS said, "Yeah." MOORE
said "Yeah, alright." Based upon this investigation, I believe MAYS informed MOORE that he
could not obtain their standard amount of 125 grams, and instead, was only about to obtain 100
grams of crack cocaine ("It's gonna be 100," "He don't have 125"). I believe that the 100 that
MAYS had available, he obtained from DAWSON (as discussed in the paragraph above).
MOORE responded by confirming that the price would then be $4,000. ("What's that, four?").
Later that night, MOORE informed MAYS that he would be staying in a local hotel that night
and they would complete the transaction later.
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119. On September 4, 2019, at approximately 9:42, an outgoing call was placed from
Mays Phone 1 to telephone number ending in 8149, wherein MAYS and MORTON had a
conversation. In this call, MAYS said, "You. You mean to tell me that you can't make a phone
call so a mothafucka can grab a 125?" MORTON said, "Um, hold, hold, hold on, man. Cause I
gotta see where Ronnie is at cause I got it. It's at the house, but I got to find him. I'mma call you
right back." MORTON also said, "What, that dude? I thought you said the dude was leaving."
MAYS responded, "Yeah, but he can't leave now till three o'clock." Based upon this
investigation, I believe that after DAWSON informed MAYS he could only provide 100 grams
of cocaine, MAYS got into contact with MORTON, in an effort to obtain the full 125 grams
ordered.
120. On September 4, 2019, at approximately 9:43 p.m., MAYS called MOORE and
said, "I said, my other people called me. Their shit just came in so I might be able to get you the
whole 125." MAYS told MOORE, "He told me he'll probably have it to me within the hour, no
later than an hour\and a half." MAYS also told MOORE that he had received the cocaine from
another source, but he did not approve of the quality - that "when you went to crush it, it was
kinda sticky." MAYS explained that because of that, he told another person to come and take
that supply of cocaine back. Based upon this investigation, I believe that MAYS informed
MOORE that he could now get him 125 grams of cocaine, as he would be receiving it from
MORTON. Further, I believe that DAWSON did, in fact, drop off the 100 grams of cocaine, but
that it was of poor quality. ("It was kinda sticky").
121. On September 4, 2019, at approximately 10:14 p.m., an incoming call was
received over Morton Phone 3 from telephone number ending in 2821, wherein MORTON had
a conversation with Brandon WATTS. In this call, MORTON said, "When you get to the house,
call me. I need you to do something." WATTS said, "Alright, I'm parldng now. I'mma call you
back in a minute." At approximately 10:18 p.m., WATTS called MORTON back. MORTON
said, "Look on top of the um, like on top of the refrigerator and uh, it will be like, some bake up
there." WATTS said, "Yeah I got it." MORTON said, "Alright. I need you to put seven in that
bag and take seven." WATTS said, "Where the um, jawn at?" MORTON said, "In the, check
the drawer right there. Check one of them drawers right there on top." After WATTS located the
bag, WATTS said, "Alright and you said, you said do what now?" MORTON said, "Put seven
soda in and take seven all rock tip." WATTS said, "Seven and seven." MORTON said,
"Alright, uh, put what you had took and, and put in my top nightstand drawer." WATTS said,
"Alright, now, you said do what? You want the bag to go where in your room?" MORTON said,
"What you took out, the lil seven, put in the top drawer." WATTS said, "Alright." MORTON
said, "And the rest is going into town." WATTS said, "And the rest is going where?"
MORTON said, "Tankards, you going to Tankards." Based upon intercepted communications, I
believe that after MAYS called MORTON looking for the 125 grams, MORTON contacted
WATTS to put the 125 grams together. MORTON specifically instructed WATTS how to
dilute the cocaine with baking soda ("Put seven soda in and take seven all rock tip."). MORTON
further told WATTS to take the seven grams of crack cocaine out of the supply and put it in his
nightstand. ("What you took out, the lil seven, put in the top drawer"). Finally, MORTON told
WATTS to deliver the crack cocaine to a bar. ("The rest going into town," and "you going to
Tankards.")
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122. While MORTON was talking to WATTS on Morton Phone 3, he was
simultaneously speaking to MAYS on Morton Phone 2. At approximately 10:22 p.m.,
MORTON called MAYS and told him to "go to Tankard right now." MAYS said, "Right now?
Right this minute?" MORTON said, "Yeah." At 10:23 p.m., MAYS texted John PETROVICH
and said, "I'm leaving the house right now got to go get it." Based upon my training and
experience, I believe that MORTON told MAYS to go to a bar to pick up the supply of cocaine
from WATTS. MAYS then told John PETROVICH as much. ("I'm leaving the house right
now got to go get it").
123. On September 4, 2019, at approximately 10:30 p.m., members oflaw enforcement
conducted surveillance in the area of the bar, in anticipation of MAYS obtaining the supply of
crack cocaine from WATTS, as arranged by MORTON. At approximately 10:37 p.m.,
surveillance arrived and noticed MAYS's red Kia Forte parked on location. At approximately
11: 14 p.m. surveillance units observed a silver four door Buick pull into the bar parking lot.
Immediately upon parking, an individual, later identified as Brandon WATTS, exited the
driver's seat of the Buick and walk to the Buick's trunk. WATTS obtained a pair of sneakers
from the trunk and walked directly to the MAYS's vehicle. At 11:16 p.m., WATTS reached
MAYS's car and opened the rear passenger door of MAYS's car and placed an item that was
inside of the pair of sneakers onto the rear floor of MAYS's car. After doing so, WATTS
walked directly back to his vehicle and placed the sneakers into the rear passenger side of his car.
WATTS then entered the bar. At 11:16 p.m., MAYS left the parking lot. At 11:32 p.m.,
WATTS exited the bar, got into his vehicle, and left the area.
124. At 11:18 p.m., MAYS and April BRANSON had a conversation, wherein MAYS
said, "This mother fucker just came." MAYS then said, "Shit, now I gotta go to the house. I
gotta throw the bitch together, then I gotta go all the way to Bordentown." BRANSON said,
"I'm sure it'll be worth it." MAYS said, "If you said $400 is worth it, then I guess it is." MAYS
then said, "But anyway, let me get on back." BRANSON said, "I'in just saying, you are you
trying to hand up the phone?" MAYS responded, "Oh, because listen. When I'm dirty the way
that I'm dirty, I like to stay focused on the road so I can see everything and hear everything.
Because I'm not riding around with no five or six on me. I'm riding around with some shit I
can't hide. That's why." BRANSON said, "I said I understand." Based upon this investigation,
and my training and experience, I believe that MAYS informed BRANSON that after he
obtained the cocaine, he had to go back to his house and cook it into crack cocaine, before then
delivering it to Craig MOORE in Bordentown ("Now I gotta go to the house. I gotta throw the
bitch together, then I gotta go all the way to Bordentown."). MAYS further told BRANSON that
he wanted to get off of the phone because he had a large amount of cocaine on him and needed to
concentrate, so as to avoid police detection. ("When I'm dirty the way that I'm dirty, I like to
stay focused on the road so I can see everything and hear everything. Because I'm not riding
around with no five or six on me. I'm riding around with some shit I can't hide).
125. At approximately 11:40 p.m., an outgoing call was placed from Mays Phone 1 to
Morton Phone 3, wherein MAYS and MORTON had a conversation. MAYS said, "Yo Fats."
MORTON said, "Hold on, what you say?" MAYS said, "117." MORTON said, "Oh, it wasn't
125?" MAYS said, "Nah, 117. I just weighed it." Based upon this conversation and other
intercepted communications, I believe that MAYS complained to MORTON that the cocaine he
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purchased only weighed 117 grams, despite paymg for 125 grams. In subsequent
communications, MORTON contacted WATTS to determine the error and learned that
WATTS had improperly bagged the cocaine.
126. At approximately 1:18 a.m. on September 5, 2019, an outgoing call was placed on
Mays Phone 1 to telephone number ending in 7688, wherein MAYS and MOORE again spoke.
In this call, MOORE informed MAYS of his hotel room number and told MAYS to come in
when he arrived. Based upon the investigation, I believe that MAYS and MOORE completed
the transaction inside of this hotel room.
127. On September 5, 2019, at approximately 3:54 a.m., an incoming text message was
received over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 2256, a phone number known to
be used by Samantha BOHLERT, who texted, "Can you please make it a twenty and a forty"
and MAYS responded, "Ok". BOHLERT then texted, "Ty and hate to be a pest but as quickly
as possible. They driving me nuts." At approximately 4:07 a.m., BOHLERT texted, "Ok I'll be
outside in about twelve minutes" Based upon the overall investigation, I believe that BOHLERT
ordered $20 worth and $40 worth of crack cocaine ("A twenty and a forty"). Further, I believe
that BOHLERT intended to deliver at least a portion of this crack cocaine to other individuals.
("Hate to be a pest but as quickly as possible. They driving me nuts.").
128. On September 6, 2019, at approximately 12:02 p.m., an outgoing call was placed
over Mays Phone 1 to telephone number ending in 0948, wherein MAYS had a conversation
with Roniffe GAINES. On this call, GAINES said, "Ya heard me? I ain't got not work. I'm
about to go get some." MAYS said, :'Oh, you ain't got no work?" GAINES said, "Hell no, I ran
out last night." GAINES then told MAYS that he was going to pick up more. Based upon my
training and experience, I lmow that "work" refers to a supply of narcotics. In this case, I believe
that GAINES informed MAYS that he no longer had any more crack cocaine to sell because he
sold the last of his supply the night before. ("I ran out last night."). MAYS called GAINES at
12:20 p.m. and said, "Yo, did you leave already?" GAINES said, "No, I'm waiting on my ride."
MAYS said, "Oh, yeah, yeah, cause I want to give you some money so you can pick me up ten."
GAINES said, "Aight, I'm at the crib." Based upon this investigation, I believe that MAYS told
GAINES that he would give him money to pick up ten grams of cocaine for him. ("I want to
give you some money so you can pick me up ten.").
129. On September 6, 2019, at approximately 6:54 p.m., an incoming call was received
over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 4014, wherein MAYS had a conversation
with Julius THIGPEN. On this call, MAYS said, "Yo, I need, I mean I need, I really need to get
in my car and shoot over there man and grab something off you." THIGPEN said, "Like what?"
MAYS responded, "Like about seven." THIGPEN said, "Come on." MAYS said, "Where you
at?" and THIGPEN responded, "Come to the shop." Later that night, MAYS and THIGPEN
exchange multiple phone calls about when THIGPEN would be ready to meet MAYS. Based
upon the intercepted communications, I believe that MAYS completed the narcotics purchase
with THIGPEN shortly after 8:00 p.m.
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130. On September 6, 2019, at approximately 8:44 p.m., an incoming call was received
over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 1610, wherein MAYS had a conversation
with Mecca GRANT. On this call, GRANT said,"You got good yet?" MAYS responded, "I'm
good. I just ain't home yet." GRANT said, "So how long you gonna be? Cause I'm in the area."
MAYS said, "Well right now, I'm coming off the Betsy Ross Bridge." GRANT said, "I need
like a 40. How long you gonna be?" MAYS responded, "I just came off the Betsy Ross Ridge.
You figure it out." At approximately 9:13 p.m., GRANT again called MAYS, who said, "I'm
home. I'm doing it right now." GRANT said, "Ok, so how long you be?" MAYS said, "Alright,
so let me finish up. I'mma call you." At approximately 9:17 p.m., GRANT again called MAYS,
who said, "Alright babe. I just finished (unintelligible) out this glass, drying off. I'mma put it in
a B A G and then I'm gonna come to you." Based upon these intercepted communications, I
believe that GRANT ordered $40 worth of crack cocaine ("I need like a 40") and that MAYS
and GRANT had multiple conversations as to when it would be ready. MAYS informed
GRANT that he was in the process of cooking it into crack cocaine and then would deliver it to
her. ("I'm doing it right now," "Let me finish up," "Drying off').
131. On September 6, 2019, at approximately 11:10 p.m., an incoming call was
received over MAYS Phone -1 from telephone number ending in 8629, wherein MAYS an.d
Tracy WILLIAMS had a conversation. On this call, WILLIAMS said, "I need 60." MAYS
responded, "Well, call me when you on the block." WILLIAMS said, "I'm on the block."
MAYS said, "Smitty in front of my driveway. How long it take you?" WILLIAMS said, "Three
minutes." MAYS said, "Alright. I'mma send Johnny outside." Based upon this investigation, I
believe that WILLIAMS ordered $60 worth of crack cocaine from MAYS ("I need 60") and
that MAYS agreed to sell it to him. MAYS further told WILLIAMS that Gurnsey FLAGG
("Smitty") was parked in front of his house and that he would be sending PETROVICH out to
deliver the crack cocaine to him. ("I'mma send Johnny outside.")
132. On September 7, 2019, at approximately 12:12 p.m., an incoming text message
was received ovyr MAYS Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 6987, a number known to
be used by Anthony PRUITT. This text read, "Yard and 50 separate." He then texted "Chucky
monkey." MAYS responded, "OK I'm calling my people now call you later." Based upon prior
intercepted communications and my training and experience, I know that Anthony PRUITT
ordered 100 grams of crack cocaine ("yard" and "chucky monkey") and fifty grams of crack
cocaine ("50") and that he wanted them bagged up separately. I know that when drug dealers
say they want it "chunky," that means they want the cocaine in crack cocaine form.
133. On September 7, 2019 at approximately 12:25 p.m., an outgoing call was placed
over Mays Phone 1 to telephone number ending in 4014, wherein MAYS had a conversation
with Julius THIGPEN. On that call, MAYS said, "So I'm calling to find out. Can I get a 150? A
56? That's $38." THIGPEN responded, "Fifty six, uh, hold on. Yes. I'll do it." MAYS said,
"Listen, listen. I got 1900 in my pocket now. So I can give you that as soon as they get here. I'll
bring you the rest back. I could bring you back, um, I got nineteen. I got to bring you back, uh,
thirty, thirty thirty, thirty, thirty-seven." THIGPEN and MAYS then discuss the time they will
meet, and THIGPEN said, "Call me in 45 minutes on my way down there and I'll just meet you,
alright?" MAYS said, "Alright then, cool. Alright." Based upon this communication and the
entire investigation, I believe that MAYS contacted THIGPEN to obtain the 150 grams of crack
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cocaine that was previously ordered by PRUITT. MAYS indicated that he would pay $5600 for
the 150 grams, as that would be $38.00 per gram. ("Can I get 150? A 56? That's $38).
Throughout the rest of the afternoon, THIGPEN and MAYS and PRUITT and MAYS
exchanged phone calls and text messages about the time of the transaction. At approximately
6:39 p.m., a black Dodge Ram was observed as it arrived at MAYS's residence. Officers later
identified the driver of the Dodge Ram to be Julius THIGPEN. THIGPEN and a passenger
entered MAYS' s residence.
134. At approximately 6:40 p.m., an outgoing call was made from MAYS to PRUITT
where MAYS said, "Come on man. Nigga finally got here." PRUITT said, ''Alright, give me a
couple minutes." At approximately 6:51 p.m., surveillance officers observed PRUITT, driving a
red Nissan Versa, arrive at MAYS's residence. A female exited the passenger side of the vehicle
and entered MAYS's house; she exited MAYS's house one minute later and reentered
PRUITT's car. PRUITT then left MAYS's house.
135. On September 8, 2019, at approximately 2:09 p.m., an outgoing call was placed
over Mays Phone 1 to telephone number ending in 4014, wherein MAYS had a conversation
with Julius THIGPEN. On this call, THIGPEN said, "I got pull over last night on Ran.cocas
Road, when I passed the Jewish synagogue, right? The cop let me get all the way past Millcreek,
then pulled me over, right? He gonna tell me I can't have that thing on my license plate that say
"RAM." You can't read your plate, right? He's just fucking with me cause I have Pennsylvania
tags, man." MAYS said, "Oh yeah?" THIGPEN said, "Yeah." MAYS said, "Yo, listen. On
Tuesday, I'm gonna need 400." THIGPEN said, "Ok." MAYS said, "Alright? I'm telling you
now, alright?" THIGPEN, said "alright."
136. On September 9, 2019, at approximately 4:30 p.m., an outgoing call was placed
over Mays Phone 1 to telephone number ending in 4014, wherein MAYS had a conversation
with Julius THIGPEN. On this call, MAYS said, "Yo. Listen to me big dog. Better count this up
I got like 15, I don't know 15 to, 15 something like that, racks, uh, you think we can go back
down to that number you gave to me before? The uh, the uh, 47 for the, for the Jo?" THIGPEN
responded, "You got 15?" MAYS said, "I gotta go down to the house to come, come get it. He
told me to, he had, uh, like 15 and something. So that's like 25 racks. I'm gonna give you in two
days, so you know, if you feel me?" THIGPEN said, "I need 47, do it 47." MAYS said, "So, ifl
got three, Then I need 15, three. That's 47." THIGPEN said, "Right." MAYS said, "Ok, first off
let me go down here and uh, and uh grab this money so I can have it in my hands and then we
can talk on my way over there." Based upon this conversation, I believe that MAYS and
THIGPEN discussed quantities of narcotics and the corresponding price for such a narcotics
transaction. MAYS called THIGPEN back at approximately 5:22 and said, "Yo man, it's gonna
be, it's gonna be, it's gonna be three. I got fifteen - three. Alright?" THIGPEN said, "Alright
when you coming man?" MAYS responded, "I'm getting ready to come right now." Based upon
this follow up conversation, I believe that MAYS confirmed he would purchase 300 grams of
cocaine from THIGPEN ("It's gonna be three."). Based upon follow up phone calls, I believe
that MAYS met THIGPEN in Philadelphia around 7:30 p.m. and completed the transaction for
300 grams of cocaine.
137. On September 10, 2019, at approximately 3:23 p.m., an incoming call was
received over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 2953, wherein MAYS had a
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conversation with Rufus WILLIAMS. In this call, WILLIAMS said, "Got new thing, right?
(Unintelligible) and the sink, walked awc1-y and the goddamn nozzle moved, went in the thing and
flooded most ofit out!" MAYS said, "Goddamn." WILLIAMS said, "I was like what the A! He
said I can't complain, because it was all on me. I couldn't believe I did some dumb shit like
that." MAYS said, "Mhm." WILLIAMS said, "Yo this, dude, it's salvageable, but, but you
know." Based upon this conversation, I believe that WILLIAMS was cooking powder cocaine
into crack cocaine, but accidentally let the water overflow into the powder cocaine. ("the
goddamn nozzle moved, went in the thing and flooded most of it out!").
138. On September 11, 2019, at approximately 11:04 p.m., an incoming text message
was received over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 1610, a number known to be
used by Mecca GRANT, which read, "40 cents." In a follow up telephone call, MAYS said "Are
you at Sports Paradise?" GRANT said, "Yeah, how long?" MAYS said, "Johnny be there in six
minutes." At approximately 12:15 a.m., MAYS called John PETROVICH and said, "Yo. Do
you see her?" PETROVICH said, "I called her. She said she's at the McDonald's. She's turning
around. I am not sitting in that parking lot all that time." MAYS then called GRANT and said,
"Where the fuck are you?" GRANT responded, "7-11 at the light." MAYS said, "Alright. Let
me tell Johnny to come back down." At 12:22 a.m., PETROVICH called MAYS and said, "I
got her." Based upon this investigation, I believe GRANT ordered $40 worth of crack cocaine
("40 cents") and that MAYS sent John PETROVICH to deliver it to her. ("Johnny be there in 6
minutes").
139. On September 12, 2019, at approximately 9:38 p.m., an incoming call was
received over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 7688, wherein MAYS had a
conversation with Craig MOORE. On this call, MOORE talks about changing banks so that he
and MAYS would have the same bank. MOORE said, "You got TD right now, so 1 need to get a
TD." MAYS said, "Yeah." MOORE said, "I trying to make it easier so then I can always send it·.
to you cause I know you'll have my shit when I get there and I ain't gotta worry about it when
the good shit comes." MAYS said, "Exactly." In this call, MOORE explains that he will likely
be in the New Jersey area next week and they will arrange a transaction. MOORE said, "I'll call
you the day before like when I'm in Massachusetts and I know it's gonna take me a day or so to
get there. I'll just come and you just do your bagging." Based upon the within investigation, I
believe that MAYS and MOORE discussed ways to make future drug transactions easier by
using the same bank to move money between accounts. (You got TD right now, so I need to get
a TD.").· Further, MOORE told MAYS he will likely be in New Jersey to pick up another
package of crack cocaine next week.
140. On September 13, 2019, at approximately 7:35 p.m., an incoming call was
received over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 0339, wherein MAYS and
Linford JOHNSON had a conversation. On this call, JOHNSON said, "I'm back in motion a
little bit" MAYS said, "Oh yea?" JOHNSON said, "I got this new dude I want you to check out
for me. His numbers is crazy right now cause I'm only dabbing a little bit but it gets sweeter if I
grab heavy. Like when your boys call you." MAYS said, "So what you talking?" JOHNSON
said, "Um, we can probably do the same as we was, when them boys called you. They want to
grab heavy or whatever. I want you to check it out." MAYS said, "Where you at?" JOHNSON
said, "I was going to come over there so you could put it together for me." MAYS said, "Oh
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alright" Based upon this investigation, I know that JOHNSON is a supplier of large quantities of
cocaine. In recent weeks, JOHNSON had been unavailable to supply MAYS with his largescale orders. However, in this phone call, I believe JOHNSON informed MAYS that he had a
new supplier who he wanted to start working with ("I got this new dude I want you to check out
for me."). He asked MAYS to use him in the future for his larger orders. Further, JOHNSON
said he was going to MAYS house so that MAYS could cook up the cocaine currently in
JOHNSON's possession into crack cocaine ("I was going to come over there so you could put it
together for me.")
141. On September 14, 2019, at approximately 12:39 a.m., an incoming call was
received over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number ending in 3206, wherein MAYS had a
conversation with Gurnsey FLAGG. On this call, MAYS said, "Juice do it the same way you do
it, babe. What the fuck?" FLAGG said, "What, waiting?" MAYS said, "I'm saying. He doing
the same thing you and me doing. The same way me and you do it, he doing it, too." FLAGG
said, "Oh yeah? (unintelligible)." MAYS said, "I ain't talking about smoking. I'm talking about
hand to hand." FLAGG said, "Oh shit." MAYS said, "He talking about a $50 a piece. I'm like,
all man, you doing the same thing I'm doing. I said man, when you called me I thought you was
back. He was like no, I'm trying to get back." FLAGG said, "Oh shit, you didn't fuck with it."
MAYS said, "Oh, I told him. He said, Unc, I ain't taking no less than 47. He said I'm hurting, so
I just grabbed two, that's all." FLAGG said, "Is that all for me?" MAYS said, "I don't know a
goddamn thing. How the fuck I was going to lmow what you was going to do? I didn't know you
want going to pay no $47." FLAGG said, "So you can't get one now?" MAYS said, "Man, I left
that motherfucker. I' ready to pull up at home." FLAGG said, "You didn't, one of them dope?"
MAY said, "Tell you what though. I'll go sell. Murder wanted one. You give me $50, I give
you." FLAGG said, "Yeah, man, shit. If Murder still wants one, I got Boo's shit for Murder."
MAYS said, "Oh I got that." FLAGG said, "Oh, alright, I'll be there man." Based upon this
investigation, I believe that after talking to Linford JOHNSON ("Juice"), MAYS called
FLAGG to tell him that JOHNSON was now selling individual grams ("He doing the same
thing you and me doing," "I'm talking about hand to hand," and "He talking about $50 a
piece."). Additionally, MAYS told FLAGG that Shameke FOWLER ("Murder") wanted a
gram of crack cocaine. FLAGG offered to sell FOWLER a gram from Ronnie DAWSON's
stash ("I got Boo' s shit for Murder.)
142. On September 14, 2019, at approximately 11:09 a.m., an outgoing call was placed
over Mays Phone 1 to telephone number ending in 4014, wherein MAYS had a conversation
with Julius THIGPEN. In this call, THIGPEN said, "What is it? 200 or 1?" MAYS responded,
"No, no, no, the other guy." THIGPEN said, "So what is it? What is it?" MAYS said, "A point,
a point." THIGPEN said, "Alright." Based upon prior communications, I know that MAYS
previously took an order for 125 grams from Anthony PRUITT and MAYS asked THIGPEN to
fill the order. ("The other guy," and "a point"). At approximately 11 :27 a.m., an incoming call
was received over MAYS Phone 1 from telephone number 609-356-6987, wherein MAYS had a
conversation with Anthony PRUITT. On this call, PRUITT said, "I just sent you a text. Yeah,
that's exactly what it is. Um, how long he say he gonna be?" MAYS said, I'll let you know in a
minute." After hanging up with MAYS, PRUITT immediately texted MAYS and said, "Make
sure it's the same."
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143. At approximately 12:28 p.m., an outgoing call was sent to Anthony PRUITT,
where MAYS told him, "He about, he about 25 minutes away. And it's the same; identical."
PRUITT said, "You said its ok? Identical? Alright." Video surveillance confirmed that
THIGPEN arrived at MAYS's residence at 2:12 p.m. Based upon intercepted communications, I
believe that PRUITT picked up 125 grams of cocaine at approximately 2:30 p.m. from MAYS's
residence. Additionally, electronic surveillance confirmed that PRUITT arrived at MAYS's
house around 2:30 p.m. At approximately 2:36 p.m., MAYS was observed leaving his house, and
walking to PRUITT's car. MAYS then entered the back seat of PRUITT's car for a few
seconds. At approximately 2:37 p.m., PRUITT left MAYS's house. At approximately 2:56 p.m.,
THIGPEN left MAYS's house.
144. On September 14, 2019, at approximately 3:27 p.m., MAYS called TIDGPEN
and said, "We gonna have a problem." THIGPEN said, "What's the problem?" MAYS said,
"You remember I just told you. I said, man, something, it ain't right. I cooked up, uh, certain
amount I got bad. Well, maybe I ain't do it right, maybe I ain't weigh it right. Well, I did it again
and the same thing happened again. I lost half of it." THIGPEN said, "How you gonna, you lose
half of it?" MAYS said, "I'm tell you, the fuck I did, Jul. You might, I just told you. I said, I
said, came back one 6 and I put 1.2 in there. I said, maybe I ain't weigh it right or whatever."
THIGPEN said, "You put one in there?" MAYS said, "I put 1.2 in the first time when you as
here. I got back one 6, that's half. Now, I just put one in there, and I got back .5, so that nigga
dropped that shit man." Based upon this phone call and my training and experience, I believe that
MAYS informed THIGPEN that when he tried to cook the powder cocaine he supplied into
crack cocaine, he did not get back the expected weight. ("I lost half of it."). MAYS told
THIGPEN that he believed that THIGPEN's supplier diluted the cocaine. ("That nigga dropped
that shit man").
145. On September 16, 2019, at approximately 5:04 p.m., an outgoing call was placed
over Mays Phone 1 to telephone number 267-456-4014, wherein MAYS and THIGPEN had a
conversation. On this call, MAYS said, "Apparently, apparently it had to be because apparently
dude just dropped his shit and he called me, he told me he lost 14. But I'm like, I'm saying to
myself, how the fuck he take 14 off a hundred and something, and the piece, the piece I took out,
goddamn it, I lost." THIGPEN said, "Now, listen here, man. Hold on. Um, you stop through
tomorrow right, I'mma give you something to check out, know what I mean? Alright?" MAYS
said, "Alright." THIGPEN said, "I'mma give you 14 soft, you know?" MAYS said, "Alright,
I'll call you tomorrow." THIGPEN said, "Ok, alright, and just give him, what, you know seven,
and you keep seven, alright?" Based upon this investigation, I believe that MAYS informed
THIGPEN that, not only did he lose a portion of the cocaine when he cooked it into crack
cocaine, but that PRUITT did also. ("He called me, he told me he lost 14.") I believe that
THIGPEN, in an attempt to make things right, agreed to give MAYS 14 grams of powder
cocaine to split between him and PRUITT. ("I'mma give you 14 soft.").
146. On September 16, 2019, at approximately 8:26 p.m. an incoming call was
received over Mays Phone 1 from telephone number 609-793-3478, another phone number
believed to be used by Andre MORTON. On this call, MAYS said, "You was coming first,
because I had five of them things left. I was holding them because I was giving them to you. I
got to give you another 200." MORTON said, "I missed it. I don't have no money, bro. Now, I
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told you that, you know my situation. The shit is suppose to be right. You talk, talk shit about the
shit, but the money should have been there, or else." MAYS said, "Can you let me finish what
I'm saying? I said, I had five of them left. Homeboy swing through last night and I gave him four
and three. He had money for it." MORTON said, "Yeah." MAYS said, "Yeah, I got you
tomorrow." Based upon this investigation, I believe that MAYS informed MORTON that he
had a small quantity of crack cocaine left ("I had five of them things left") and that he sold it the
night before ("I gave him four and three. He had money for it"). As a result of this sale, I believe
that MAYS now had money to return to MORTON. ("The moneys hould have been there or
·
else" "I got you tomorrow").
147. Through the course of this investigation, law enforcement has seized cocaine from
transactions conducted by CHSs, monitored intercepted communications regarding the amounts
of cocaine being sold, and surveilled numerous transactions between co-conspirators which
corresponded to intercepted communications. As a result, law enforcement has concluded that, in
total, the members of the conspiracy did distribute and possess with intent to distribute more than
five kilograms of cocaine, and more than 280 grams of cocaine base, or crack cocaine.

IV.

CONCLUSION

148. Wherefore, I submit that there is probable cause to believe that the members of
the conspiracy described above, from in or about July 2019 and continuing through in or about
September 2019, in Burlington County, in the District of New Jersey and elsewhere, did
knowingly and intentionally conspire and agree with others, known and unknown, to distribute
and to possess with intent to distribute 5 kilogram or more of a mixture and substance containing
a detectable amount of cocaine, a Schedule II controlled substance, contrary to Title 21, United
States Code, Sections 841(a)(l) and 84l(b)(l)(A), in violation of Title 21, United States Code,
Section 846; and did knowingly and intentionally conspire and agree with others, known and
unknown, to distribute and to possess with intent to distribute 280 grams or more of a mixture
and substance containing cocaine base, a Schedule II controlled substance, contrary to Title 21,
United States Code, Sections 841(a)(l) and 84l(b)(l)(A), in violation of Title 21, United States
Code, Section 846.
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